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CHAPTER-V 

 BEGINNING OF 

WOMEN PARTICIPATION IN POLITICS 

(i) First phase (1865-1896) - Search for Power and Authority from a Votive 

Force 

(ii) Second phase (1897-1943) -Search for Socio-Political Rights and 

Empowerment 

 

context. We are part of a wider movement of women. In the diversity which 

creates the unity lie 1 

This is a statement which speaks about the condition of women and the spirit 

that led them to search for the identity in midst of the social crisis that prevailed in 

 of woman power has had a 

recognized in the  cult. It was not merely a reaction against male oppression 

or a negative approach set up in denial of any form. It was a definite positive 

approach in searching power and authority from a votive force. This idea did not 

understand women to be subordinate or inferior in the terminology of the gender 

system. Women themselves were the source of limitless power. This tradition was 

mostly strong in Bengal, where women had always received special respect. Inspite 

of the views and efforts of few enlightened men (Raja Rammhohun Roy, Iswar 

Chandra Vidyasagar, Henry Luies Vivan Derozio, Debendra Nath Tagore, Keshab 

Chandra Sen etc.), the general condition of women was far from satisfactory. It was 

linked class, caste and gender question together, and particularly in the case of the 

women of the middle class - all these three combined to produce a rather unenviable 

picture. Constraints against the ordinary and the lowly women created a difficult life 

for them.  Customs and habits were much rigid and stronger on these women than on 

those who belonged to the higher castes. Their lives became more restricted and 

difficult. While for the higher caste and the wealthier sections it was comparatively 
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easier to shake of age-old prohibitions and hold the western mode of thought, habits 

or manners, the same was not easy for the terristorial and the ordinary.2 This chapter 

 

authority on the one hand and socio-political rights and empowerment on the other 

hand. The year 1865 may be taken as the turning point as to the emergence of 

s associations in Bengal, while 1896 seems to have marked the end of its 

first phase. In this trend one may come across the beginning of another phase from 

1897 down to 1943 - a period when the women of Bengal stood for socio-political 

rights vis-a-vis empowerment. 

(i) First Phase (1865-1896)  Search for power and authority from a 

votive force 

Under the patriarchal Indian 

that she began to be treated like a chattel to be gifted away by the husband. In the 

early part of the nineteenth century, a number of social ills like child-marriage, 

female infanticide, Purdah, sati, dowry, prohibition of widow remarriage, indignities 

suffered by widows etc. had started manifesting in all their ugliness. Lack of proper 

education among women made matters worse; the basic idea behind giving 

education to women was to establish on a firm footing the traditional notions of 

feminity. It would be interesting  refer to R

c

to please men, to be useful to them, to win over their love and respect, to raise them 

as children, 3 So, in a male-dominated patriarchal 

Indian society, the type of education which was sought to be imparted to women re-

emphasized their familial roles - as a daughter she was supposed to be obedient to 

her father; as a wife she was expected to be dutiful to her husband (even though the 

latter might be cruel and disloyal to her); and in her old age she was to be an 

addition of her son. There was almost no opportunity for women to claim their 

individuality and to express their view in important matters having a bearing upon 

their lives.4 It would be no overstatement to say that, the woman in Indian society 

was a mere shadow of man having no entity of her own. 

The status of women was an issue of great concern to nineteenth century 

reformers in India. Later they tried to educate women and bring them into public 
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life. What reformers were trying was simply to raise the position of women in the 

society and that too, within the framework of the patriarchal norms. They never 

questioned the power imbalance that was structured in the man-woman 

relationship.5 In the starting phase of the nineteenth century, Bengali women existed 

in a terrible state of ignorance in terms of illiteracy, superstition and physical 

seclusion. But the goal of the reform movement, supported by them (male/men), was 

not to attack the prevalent patriarchal system in any way, or to challenge the power 

and position enjoyed by men, nor even to make women equal partners of men in the 

societal or economic roles outside of the family. Its intention was to develop the 

position of women within the patriarchal framework and to make them more capable 

of fulfilling their roles as mothers and wives within the family. In short, they were to 

be better prepared to provide the bhadralok social support in the colonial world and 

for them.6 That is why the paradigm of a model 

woman was imported from Victorian England 

Indian women added to it.  

Thus, the nineteenth century social reformers desired to bring about some 

development in the condition of women, but at the same time they never raised their 

voice against the power and authority enjoyed by men within the patriarchal society. 

The male dominated household society reduced women to the level of objects of 

sexual satisfaction. Sex symbols and sex roles stereotyping were the means through 

which women were subjected within the framework of patriarchy. 

 In view of the fact that, the social reform movement of the nineteenth 

century could not rise above the constraints imposed by the patriarchal norms of the 

society and women were continued to be treated as mere objects on whom judgment 

was to be passed, an urgent need was felt for writing a new script for the past which 

would impart strength to the process of making India a great nation and reflect its 

new socio-cultural a s question had therefore to be 

properly dealt with in the reconstruction of historical consciousness and search for 

the golden age. 

 However, the budding awareness among women in regard to their low 

position in the male-dominated patriarchal society at different levels provoked them 

to fight or search for their rights. The Indian 

association did not originate its inspiration from the West, but from its realization 
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trust 

could not ensure for them autonomy, rights and power. This movement gained its 

strength from its extended and active association with the beginning of politics and 

anti-colonial struggle in India. The main reason 

movement was to organize under a common platform those women who had been 

silently suffering in male-dominated patriarchal society. In order to highlight the 

manner in which women were being mistreated in male-dominated patriarchal 

society, the enlightened women started taking recourse to get associated with the 

publications of journals, magazines and other social platforms with the basic 

purpose of statue new spaces and roles for women who, like men, had a similarly 

important role to play in society.7 

 As noted earlier (in the chapter IV), the awareness produced by the male 

reformers was reflected in the 

about the need to organize emerged and this was reflected in the formation of 

wome even decades of the nineteenth century, 

men had structured s associations on their behalf. In the starting phase 

attending meetings and helping the men in their work. Afterward, the women began 

to raise questions rarely on their own, and after this some special programmes for 

women were in progress.8 

 Brahmika Samaj  which 

established on 15 July, 1865. At first it was religious, consisting of a weekly 

service followed by a discussion of spiritual matters. Keshab Chandra Sen 

gave religious instructions on moral and spiritual questions, which were normally 

attended by fifteen or sixteen women. On 23 January 1866, the women members of 

this Brahmika Samaj attended along with men the Maghotsab anniversary 

celebration of the Brahmo Samaj held in the public Prayer Hall, sitting however 

behind a net screen. Secular activities were added soon after its initiation. Bibi Miss 

Pikari taught women hemming for two to three hours every Saturday, the day of the 

. Miss Pigot, a missionary of the Church of Scotland, attended 

regularly in order to get to know Bengali women. She also invited them to her home. 

Srimati Swarnalata Debi, one of the participants, was concerned by the fact that 

many women were unable to attend the services. For their benefit, she summarized 
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 down from memory when she got home, and sent 

them to the Bamabodhini Patrika for publication. Though, there is no articulated 

record of the continued existence of the group, but it seems to have kept going 

infrequently.9 It may be pointed out that, how far male reformers were ready to take 

action and join themselves in the social activities and to break the purdah system; 

Brahmika Samaj was its one trial. In 1865 the Brahmo women of Barisal and Dacca 

also openly started taking part in prayer meetings. It was at Barisal that Manorama 

Debi, wife of Girischandra Majumder and mother-in-law of Dr. Nilratan Sarkar, 

caused a sensation by preaching publicly from the platform in a Brahmo Prayer Hall. 

The initial shyness on the part of women had begun to wear off.10 By the initiatives 

of Dr. Krishna Dhan Ghosh, a Brahmika Samaj was started in Bhagalpur at the very 

next year i.e. in 1866. It was less absolutely religious than its adviser and intended at 

social reform and educating its members to mix socially and to acquire habits of 

 Other Brahmika Samajes were created in the wake of Brahmo Samajes in 

the moffussil.11 

 After Brahmika Samaj, in 1870, some male reformers recommended the 

founding 

religious and social questions. The proposal of a separat

taken up on 14 April 1871 under the patronage of the Indian Reform Association. 

Thus, with the help of Keshab Chandra Sen, Miss Mary Carpenter and Miss Pigot, 

the Bama Hitaishini Sabha was formed. It intended at improving the general welfare 

of women, although men were included as members. Fortnightly meetings consisted 

of lectures, discussions and readings of works considered suitable for women. 

Keshab Chandra Sen was the president of the Sabha. Beside two English 

benefactors Mrs. Phear and Miss Pigot, thirty Bengali women were its member of 

the supervision committee named Swaranalata Ghosh (wife of Manmohan Ghosh), 

Brahmomayee Devi (wife of Durgamohan Das), Hemangini Devi (wife of Umesh 

Chandra Banerjee) and others. At its second meeting, Bijoy Krishna Goswami 

delivered a lecture on the spiritual advancement of women and four students of the 

l read their own compositions to the assembled 

gathering.12 

 At meetings of the Bama Hitaishini Sabha, however,  sixteen or so 

members were likely to express their own opinions and to ask questions, though 
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apparently the questening was only possible within the limits allowed by Keshab 

Chandra Sen, whose objectives seem to have been one of indoctrination rather than 

exploration. In fact, there was an ideological conflict in the Bama Hitaishini Sabha. 

In an article in Abalabandhab, 

Brahmo Samaj discussed the fragmentation in detail and strictly criticized the Bama 

Hitaishini Sabha for the feature of male-domination. The unknown author of the 

article said that what women wrote or discussed followed the commands of men and 

that women hardly dared to express themselves at meetings where males were 

present and verbal.13 The outcome of the criticism was that, some women founded a 

new group called the Nari Hitasadhini Sabha which was being run and controlled 

absolutely by women (still with the help of male relatives). Its female president had 

to send out notices, write reports, and read reports at meetings. Women used to 

discuss topics freely in the presence of male folk, they could only interfere to 

question decisions they powerfully disagreed with. Women then argued the point 

and made the final decision.14 This description of the Nari Hitasadhini Sabha gives 

an insight into the bold spirit of some issues highlighted by the Brahmo women, as 

well as into the deeply male-dominated character earlier 

to this. Nari Hitasadhnini Sabha considerably differed many of the Bama Hitaishini 

Sabha. The Nari Hitasadhini Sabha would have been the female counterpart of the 

Sadharan Brahmo Samaj. Even in the more conservative mood of the Bama 

Hitaisini Sabha, many women would have gained some knowledge with 

organizational procedured. Inspite of that, for example, Radharani Lahiri, could 

perform some duties to ensure the rights of women.15 It may be said that, Bama 

Hitaishini Sabha require 

and demand. On the other hand, the shift in the balance of power and authority in 

favour of control by women was, however, a wel-come enterprise credited to the 

Nari Hitasadhini Sabha. 

 Few years later (1877), to give the honour of late Miss Mary Carpenter, a 

western educationist, some women met at the home of Ananda Mohan Bose. It was 

in the sense that, the whole preparation of the gathering was 

conducted by educated indigenous ladies. Thus, a society for the Brahmika 

Unnayan Sabha or Improvement of Brahmika Ladies was formed in 1879. Ramtanu 

Lahiri presided this society. Ladies 30 in number joined as primary members. 
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Weekly meetings were divided as follows: the first and third weeks were to be 

committed  religious and moral instruction of the l

was to be a discussion group for women only and the fourth was to be a social 

gathering including men, with lectures, scientific experiments, readings, music, and 
16 At the first women-only meeting, two ladies read 

papers on how women could make best use of their time in the present state of 

society. One result of the meeting was the 

C ast twice a month, to present and 

nurse the sick, to carry out home teaching, and to donate to charity. Members were 

to do needle work, which would be sold for help.17 In this way, 

power searched gradually with their development. 

 In the same year (May 1879) the Arya Nari Samaj was formed by the 

initiatives of Keshab Chandra Sen 

purpose 

items were 

the study of 

and biographies of good women, as well as dedication in congregational devotion 

and daily prayer. In reality, the Arya Nari Samaj was careful to fit women for the 

position they would fill in society as good mothers, wives and sisters, navigating a 

middle path 

early meetings it was resolved 

to form a small circulating library for women and to supply to charity by donating 

money, old clothes and furniture to the secretaries for distribution to the poor. A 

unique feature of the Arya Nari Samaj was the adaptation of four Hindu bratas 

(Maitreyi brata, Savitri brata, Draupadi brata and Lilavati brata) to new objects.18 

But it is difficult to take these bratas seriously when their content is more closely 

examined.  However, the Samaj did connect in some outside work. For example, the 

Metropolitan Female School was revived in 1880 and put under the charge of the 

Arya Nari Samaj. After that, four Brahmo ladies had volunteered their services as 

teachers in the school.  

 The Arya Nari Samaj organization was the forerunner of the better known 

Banga Mahila Samaj (Bengal Ladies Association), founded on 1st August, 1879. Its 

design was the same as that of its unknown 
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independent organization. Kadambini Ganguly was an active member of the Banga 

Mahila Samaj. The association had three objectives in view: 

1. Discussions of important questions of life and conduct and more useful 

practical work for the progress of women, 

2. Endorsement of spiritual culture and 

3. To bringing jointly both sexes in evening parties and social gatherings.19  

    On the occasions when women ran their own meeting sessions, they showed 

their grip of organizational dealings such as they chaired meetings, prepared reports 

foundation was drawn up in April, 1880, 

 members needed 

to be Brahmos, loss of attachment for members who had fallen four months after in 

their payment of dues and the election of office-bearers. There were to be a president 

and two secretaries, one of whom would be the treasurer, elected at six-monthly 

intervals. Swarnaprabha Bose, wife of Ananda Mohan Bose, was first secretary and 

the then president of the Banga Mahila Samaj for many years. The Banga Mahila 

Samaj also provided some capacity for activities to single women and widows. For 

example, Saraswati Sen, a widow who took a personal arrogance in the Samaj as a 

success. 

fortune to have an organization. Like our learned menfolk, we have the right to 

express our opinion and work far society. Whenever I think about this I am 
20 In this way, to an extent the authority and power structure reflected 

that of the Banga Mahila Samaj. 

 On the other hand, Christian ladies had connected the Samaj to co-operate in 

social and philanthropic works. This contact may have intended for the organization 

towards a fuller consciousness of the extent 

social work, a field that had been taken up by women in England. The first annual 

report in 1881 indicates that the activities of the Samaj centred on issues of ethical 

reform and to upgrade women solidarity other than programmes of social works.on 

social work. In 1880, the Banga Mahila Samaj had published Saral niti path, a 

collection of moral teachings for children. In 1881, Parbati Basu won a prize twenty 

rupees for the best essay 

late wife. Durga Mohan Das gave ten rupees for a scholarship for poor widows as a 
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memorial of his wife Brahmomayee Devi. Nevertheless, the purpose of the Banga 

Mahila Samaj of printing appropriate books for Bengali women perhaps made it a 

dominant archetype organization and a library had been established with English 

and Bengali books. During the year women had delivered lectures on a normal series 

of topics, such as social harmony, the progress of nature, the proper use of time, 

beauty, work and talk and determination.21 

 It may be noted that, true to form, the Banga Mahila Samaj and the Arya 

Mahila Samaj found each other as rivals and opponents. Because the Arya Nari 

Samaj stated itself against westernized emancipation. But the Banga Mahila Samaj 

and the Arya Mahila Samaj were the two most noteworthy wo

of the late nineteenth century. Although their membership was small, but they 

represented prototypes for other associations. As a result, other awaken groups 

Bangiya Khristiya Mahila Samaj was 

one of them, established by Bengali Christian women in 1880. The society was run 

by women. In 1881, there were thirty-five members and three hundred women were 

present Khristriya 

, edited by Kamini Shil.22 

 From the above status, women began to identify their interests, suggest 

solutions and take action only after they formed their own associations. The aims 

were to increase friendly co-operation among purdah women, curiosity them the 

world outside their homes and organize lectures on useful subjects. But, it seems 

that, these simple objectives had far-reaching implications. This was accepted by 

some of the men who refused to allow their wives attend even one meeting. On the 

other hand, this new role-model for women (represented both the usual image of 

womanhood capable of performing her household duties capably and the modern, 

enlightened image skilled of assuming responsibilities outside the four walls of her 

home) was acknowledged by the progressive women thinkers of those times because 

under th autonomous thinking, 

their scholarly capabilities and their survival as individuals in their own right.23 

 In this context, by the end of the nineteenth century many women on behalf 

of the elite classes began to form their own associations. This marked the emergence 

of an elementary 

authority from a votive force. In this connection, the role played by the Tagore 
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family of Jorasanko went a long way in the direction of creation 

organizations. Credit goes to Swarnakumari Devi, sister of Rabindranath Tagore, for 

organizing the Sakhi Samiti (Ladies Association) in 1886.24 It was the first 

organization run by women to have a clear dedication to social welfare. It had to 

forward among Indian women an active and progressive interest in the welfare of 

the country.25 Its aim was to take in needy widows and unmarried girls and give 

them vocational training. Its preliminary aim was to send out appropriate teachers to 

Hindu zenanas. Later, it became a craft centre for widows. In 1890 the Samiti 

organized a charity bazaar, which was opened by its patron lady Lansdowne. Such 

bazaars were prepared by women, staffed by women and sold handi crafts made by 

women such as Kantha work, embroidery, sweetmeats, Alpana designs etc. 

Hiranmoyee Devi, daughter of Swarnakumari Devi, who personally took in many of 

the s  homeless girls and raised them as her own. Under her momentum, the 

defunct society was revived in 1906 as the Bidhaba Silpashram.26 It may be recalled 

that, Sakhi Samit was one of the most significant s of the late 

nineteenth century. Through this organization, educated women were more 

concerned in the social activities and became self-sufficient by earning money. In a 

co-operative way, they took the drive for social reform and realized the significance 

of changing life for women. So, this association took the noteworthy role of 

s power and authority which searched from a promising force. 

 Even though, primarily most voluntary associations were limited to Brahmo 

women, they sometimes prepared gathering in which educated Hindu women also 

took part. For instance, when Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar died (1891) they 

organized a meeting which was attended by three hundred women. Meeting 

procedures were strictly adhered to firstly; resolutions were made and then debate 

had to be followed. Swarnamayee De proposed that funds be collected for a 

memorial to Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar in Bethune College. In this regard, 

Saraswati Sen seconded the proposal and a committee was selected to carry this out. 

Dr. Kadambini Ganguly thought that, Bethune College was the most suitable place 

for his memorial. Jnanadanandini Debi wished-for that, a shelter for homeless 

women be founded in his name, but some Hindu women disagreed. After all, it was 

clearly a matter of pleasure to women that they could run their own meetings with 

male efficiency and care.27 It may be followed that, the Bharat Mahila Samiti was 
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another women  association which established in 1895 by Kadambini Lahiri, a 

Brahmo widow and by 1904 it had ninety five members. The high ethical tone 

exhorted women to uphold 

read the newspapers, seek new forms of information etc. Their social duties were 

accepted in a symbol of manner. Members who were overburdened with their own 

home duties were requested to expend at least one hour each month doing helpful 

work for another family.28 The association 

Mahila Silpa Samiti i.e. Bidhaba Silpashram in 

1906, after the Bharat Mahila Samiti had become a discussion group to replace the 

defunct Banga Mahila Samaj. 

 Not only that, there we  established in 

the moffussil.29 For example, Sushila Debi, daughter of Annapurna Chattopadhyay of 

Bogura, established a Bhagini Samaj. Banalata Debi, daughter of Sasipada Banerjee, 

formed the Sumati Samiti group. It raised 

subscriptions to care for a few destitute girls and tried to build links with Hindu 

women in zenanas by initiating a connection with individual women. Banalata Debi 

herself received lots of letters from these women and replied personally to each one. 

Her elder sister Sukatara Debi by name took over as secretary after her death in 

1900.30  

 It may be pointed out that, there was a marked shift i

associations over time. By the 1890s, all societies were run by women rather than 

men. Women had gained enough assurance and knowledge in procedural technique, 

enterprise, the rising lack of interest on the part of 

men speeded up the changeover. As men were ever more drawn into nationalist 

political associations and activities, their interest in social reform and th ondition 

. The ideological force of the Hindu resurgence tended to 

deemphasize the advancement of women, identifying it with westernization. No 

male organizations were still concerned with this issue by the end of the century. 

  were 

emerged through associations and editing of journals or magazines published under 

Dhaka and others towns were: Dhaka Antahpur Stree Siksha Sabha (1870), Dhaka 

Subhasadhini Sabha (1870), Dhaka Philanthropic Society (1871), Faridpur 
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Kaulinya Pratha Sangshodhani O Kanya Bikray Nibarani Sabha (1871), Bogura 

Kanyapan Nibarani Sabha (1871), Mymensingh Hitakari Sabha (1872), Dhaka 

Balyabibaha Nibarani Sabha (1873)etc.31 It is necessary to mention here that, from 

the seven decades of the nineteenth century women of Calcutta came forward to 

establish associations and publication of periodicals, but at the same time in Dhaka 

and other towns they could not came ahead in the same way. The main cause was 

the backwardness of education. As a result, the male co-operation leadership was 

necessary for their activities.  

The main function 

group for the profit of educated women. At the same time, their consciousness of a 

new idea of social duty for the educated woman was growing, forwarded by the 

liability gained from being in control of their own organizations. While in earlier 

 the bhadramahila had been inactive recipients of instructions 

but from the beginning of the twentieth   century they were actively involved in 

making their own decisions about what should be their social function. 

ny contemporary periodicals were also 

edited by women. In this regard, Mokshadayini Mukhopadhyay edited Bangamahila 

edited contemporary periodical. After this, Abodhbandhu, Balaranjika, Anathini 

(1875), Binodini, Bharati (1877), Hindu Mahila (1878), Paricharika (1878), Mahila 

(1881), Pak-Pranali (1883), Garhastha (1884), Mahila- Bandhab (1887), Dasi 

(1897), Antahpur (1897) etc. were edited by women themselves.32 The themes of 

these periodicals were only women oriented and through their writings they also 

searched their power and authority from a votive force.  

It may thus be concluded that, nineteenth 

periodicals did promote a sense of group identity. The leadership given by Brahmo 

women was taken up by Hindu women in the twentieth century. In later associations 

the social function was much more clearly formulated than it had earlier been. The 

increasing involvement of men in the political arena creates a space that educated 

women were able to fill, particularly as their entrance to other areas of public work 

was limited. From the end of the nineteenth century and with the beginning of 

twentieth century, wom began to grow up rapidly.33 
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 It was only in the twentieth century, when a increasing number of educated 

women required meaningful activity, that the bhadramahila began to look beyond 

their own immediate areas of knowledge and to examine more serious social 

problems. The training in public life gained through membership of voluntary 

associations and attachment in philanthropic activities gave them the skills required 

for dealing with major social issues. The lack of consciousness and separate attitude 

characteristic of many of the bhadramahila in the nineteenth century were ever more 

difficult to carry on in a time when women were beginning to enter the public 

worlds of society and political activity i.e. search for socio- political rights and 

empowerment. 

 

(ii) Second phase (1897-1943) - Search for socio- political rights and 

empowerment 

  

                                                                                             Mary Wollstonecraft 

statement, the confusion 

between justice and charity continues to infect light of 

ghts comprise an essential element in 

the possibility of achieving justice; the denial of rights constitutes the violation of 

that possibility located insecurely on that 

thin border between legitimacy and illegitimacy, depending on which women we are 

first published in England in January, 1792, Mary Wollstonecraft advocated the case 

right and 

the dominance of men in no unsure terms; she confronted the insincerity of her times 

directly and suffered the usual accusations of corruption and political subversion. 

Mary Wollstonecraft withstood the conservatism of her times without compromising 

her beliefs.34  

In the last decade of the nineteenth century, the most thoughtful social 

movement that was on  It was believed 

that, when the most exploited group in the society, promote from a transform, the 

whole society gets a share in the profit too. It is, though, not by possibility or 

mistake that the beg  had started primarily in 
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Bengal. For here, happened many actions; and many experiments were made as 

well. The soil was exactly for both.35  Bengal, as for that 

matter, in India till the beginning of the twentieth century was not a planned, proper 

and organized fact. It did not seek to represent women in the initial years in the 

political process in a structured or monopolistic sense of a national movement. To 

the extent that people expected it to behave like such a movement, or like a usual 

political party or pressure group, they were likely to be frustrated. Nonetheless, it 

has given that developed to be a socio- political movement and has generated basic 

socio- political outlook. It may be identified in having some features:- 

(a) To move up the awareness of women by helping them to find out that 

much of   what they thought to be exclusive personal troubles in reality arose from 

the general conditions affecting their sex, therefore, individual problems were only 

personal instances of the wider area. For instance, cases of bride-burning, dowry 

death or rape are no longer limited to individual harassments. They have assumed a 

wider social and communal context. 

(b) To protect and follow the interests of women as they are in the 

system, which is continuing without bringing about an overall change, but if 

possible to modify it even in bits and parts for the healthier. 

©      To assist go forward a society in which women will have control, at 

least over their own lives and expect a better and more civilized performance from 

the society as such.36 

 In the twentieth century the Indian women emerged as an expressive, 

educated and active competitor in the socio-political life at the country and all these 

has in fact happened in the last one hundred years.  

 Barbara Welter, 37 one feminist scholar, featured that, piety, morality, 

 - while for men 

she 

society. This led to logic of relative deficiency between the two sexes. Limited 

opportunities generated this feeling which led some of these people to task as 

catalysts of alteration. At the same time, it had also worked as a command for 

others. The trend in India was more, however, towards organized hard work by 
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women and their propounder to get better their social condition and legal status than 

political emancipation. Women tried above all to expand their influence in the social 

field. Because in traditional societies  social, economic and political roles 

were interconnected, hence in these societies women satisfied important and socially 

respected roles. 

Side by side, women have realized that it is crucial that their economic 

position improves to give them a better ation had 

taken the mission upon themselves, to make the rest aware about it and struggle for 

it. Praiseworthy effort is being ready to make women realize the potentiality of 

independent income. 

At the same time contemporary periodicals became conscious of this new 

power and women were magazines changed 

their nature - from beauty and home management, it cameout as platform to deal and 

various fields. It is also ardently believed 

in India that structural changes 

activities either in separation or in hostility to men. Within this general Indian 

sociological structure, Bengali women from the very early times have shown their 

uniqueness, independence and strength of character. 

 In colonial Bengal, socio-cultural and political responses to colonialism were 

not distinct but were facets of the same incident, i.e. the growth of nationalism. 

e damaged the socially constructed fake 

dual identities of the area area of the household 

domains. This certainly meant that alternations at many levels would follow. It made 

women aware of the existing gender inequalities in Indian society and generated an 

advocate for freedom from the grip of given belief-systems and roles which had 

historically operated against their welfare

(forbidden boundary), their awareness undergo an alteration. 

Though all middle class women were not equally altered, nor able to reconstitute 

new roles for themselves, but large number of them demanded for equal socio-

political rights along with men, questioned the cultural of patriarchy and inspired to 
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build up an organizational network of their own.38 This part of the chapter 

demonstrates the various channels through which their socio-political rights and 

empowerment were both formulated and expressed.  

 The year 1897 deserve special mention, because-  (a) A large number of 

wrestling and boxing clubs, literary societies and other small groups were apparently 

founded around the turn of the century. Actually, physical culture societies began to 

develop in and around Calcutta as early as 1897. For instance, Anushilan Samiti, the 

first major terrorist party in Bengal. It is difficult to pinpoint the exact date of origin 

of the Anushilan Samiti. Gopal Haldar, the Indian author who has produced perhaps 

the best short interpretative essay on the terrorist movement, indicated that a group 

by the name of Anushilan Samiti was formed as early as 1897.39 According to 

another Indian account, however, the Anushilan Samiti was founded about 1900-

1901 by Satish Chandra Bose, a young student at General Assembly College in 

Calcutta. Subsequently, in 1902, Pramathanath Mitra, a practicing lawyer, became 

interested in the work of Bose and took leadership of the Samiti.40 Anushilan was 

started nearly as a federation or co-ordinator of some of these Samities. But it is not 

logical to conclude that the Anushilan Samiti was just a physical cultural society and 

nothing more. It had also an intellectual side, as regular classes were held. It had 

even a political function though very initial and vague as yet.41 As far as the British 

were concerned, the Anushilan Samiti grew out of the organizational efforts of the 

brothers, Aurobindo Ghosh and Barindra Ghosh.42 

The other secret societies also established in Bengal towards the end of the 

nineteenth and in the early of the twentieth centuries, which in course of time 

assumed the form of revolutionary organizations, mention may be made of 

Atmonnati Samiti (Soul Developing Society), Suhrid Samiti and Mukti Sangha (an 

Association for Emancipation). In 1897 Atmonnati Samiti was founded in Calcutta. 

In the beginning, the main activities of the Samiti included education, social service 

and Physical exercises. Like the Anushilan Samiti, the Atmonnati Samiti only 

became a well- organized group after the declaration of the proposed Partition of 

Bengal,43 specially after Bipin Ganguly and Anukul Mukhrjee took over leadership 

of the group in about 1902. Some members, it seems, were involved in the work of 

both the Atmonnati Samiti and the Anushilan Samiti. 
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Around 1900-1901, Suhrid Samiti was founded in Mymensingh. In the 

preliminary phase the Samiti was a benevolent institution. 

In 1905 Hem Chandra Ghosh started in Dacca a secret society under the 

name of Mukti Sangha. He was born on 24 October 1884 and at the sensitive age of 

17; Hem Chandra had a meeting with Swami Vivekananda. It electrified his whole 

individuality 

usurper of pow -British struggle became the main 

purpose of his life.44 In the following year a branch of the Sangha was established in 

Calcutta. However, in the late 1920s Mukti Sangha came to be known Bengal 

Volunteers (B.V.) for it supplied the volunteer force organized during the Calcutta 

session of the Indian National Congress in 1928 under Subhas Chandra Bose.45 Hem 

Chandra can well claim another unique success. It was he that initiated the process 

- Cooperation 

movement had already opened the doors for Indian women to come out of the 

kitchen and fight side by side with men in the struggle for independence. Mukti 

Sangha did exactly the same thing but in utter secrecy.46 

Accordingly, by 1905 many secret societies were found in Bengal. In the 

initial phase, however, all these societies could dedicate their activities to physical 

and moral training and social service but they were far from any definite inspection 

of the use of force or active struggle against the British Government. Within a short 

period, the changed circumstances brought them to the path of revolutionary 

activities. So, in Bengal, violent outbreaks first started after the Partition of Bengal 

in 1905. Declaration of the government decision to partition Bengal and the failure 

of constitutional agitation against partition created a great disappointment among the 

youth of Bengal and to oppose the government they resorted to violence. Though, in 

the beginning, these organizations were in the form of gymnasiums, but after that 

struggle.47 In this connection, it is necessary to mention here that, the educated 

Bengali women were not aloof from this contemporary socio- political circumstance 

and they began to join in these secret societies for the save of their motherland. For 

example, Sister Nivedita, Sarala Devi Ghoshal, Kumudini Mitra etc. were notable 

personalities. 
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(b) On the other hand, the revolutionary movement in Bengal based itself on 

the moral ideals preached by Swami Vivekananda. Great importance was placed on 

celibacy and celebration of brahmacharya. Books on brahmacharya were broadly 

read by the recruits and members of all revolutionary parties.48 It may be noted that, 

the influence of Swami Vivekananda was also enveloping among members of these 

organizations. Through his lecture tours in the United States, Europe and India, 

Vivekananda had reinstilled in Hindus a pride in their own religion. He urged them 

to be strong, to develop themselves spiritually through Vedantism and intellectually 

through education.49  In a lecture in Madras in 1897 he laid particular emphasis on 

physical strengthand to quote him, 

First of all, our young man must be strong. Religion will come afterwards. 

Be strong my young friends; that is my advice to you, you will be nearer to 

Heaven through football than through the study of the Gita .50 

 From this statement it is very clear that, every man had God within him, 

potential power within him and help other men to the same realization. This implied 

social service work for physical, intellectual, spiritual and even economic upliftment 

of the masses of India. Social service work did become an important element among 

clubs and later some of the terrorist organisations. Not only was that, his furious 

inspiration of self-sacrifice, genuine patriotism and fervent address for the 

awakening of sleeping nation tremendously swinging the whole country in that time. 

Newly conscious women were also did response in the same way. Though in the last 

part of the nineteenth century the Purdah obstacle was the barrier for their 

progress.51 

 In this context, another important fact was on 29th July, 1897, Swami 

Vivekananda wrote a letter to Sister Nivedita that - 

women, she must borrow them from other nations. Your education, sincerity, purity, 

immense love, determination and above all, your celtic blood, make you just the 
52 It is true that, the dream of  was fruitfull 

through Sister Nivedita. Because, Sister Nivedita took a significant role to inspire of 

Bengali nay Indian women in contemporary politics. 
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 Before going to discuss of search for socio-political rights and 

empowerment, it is important to look at the beginning of women participation in 

politics. The oppression by the European indigo or tea planters was resisted first by 

the poor workers, both men and women, who wanted justice.The anti-indigo 

demonstration with a mass procession when women sat lining the 70 miles water-

edge of the river to freshen their grievances to the visiting Lt. Governor Grant. 

Around 1867, the nationalist spirit among the Bengalis took the form of supporting 

affected indigenous cottage industrial products. They began to discriminate against 

foreign imports. In 1867 was organized a fair by the name of Hindu Mela where 

Indian products were exihibited for sale. The creativity work from women had a 

separate section in this fair which was held year after year. Prizes were distributed to 

the best performers, many of whom were women.52a Though in the previous chapter 

it has been (Chapter-III) highlighted about the presence of Hindu women at a Town 

Hall meeting as early as 1871.53 In 1882, the New Dispensation mentioned that, 

some zenana ladies came in carriages to cast their votes in the municipal elections in 

Burdwan.54 However, these are very vague indications of the general level of 

political participation among women. 

 Women were drawn into political controversy for the first time over the 

Ilbert Bill, which allowed Indian Judges to try cases involving English women. 

Representatives of the educated bhadramahila such as Binodini, Sulochana, 

Chapala, Bhabini, Manorama, Horosundari, Thakomoni and others wrote to Lord 

Ripon calling for the bill to be passed on the grounds that native civilians who had 

been through the careful of training abroad were entirely competent as judges and 

that Indian women were not ign happiness, they 

pointed out that while many of them were educated and some even have degrees, 

the English ladies who protesting against 

the bill.55 The Ilbert Bill agitation, however, made some nationalist politicians aware 

of the political potential of women. Kamini Sen led a movement in favour of the bill 

among students at the Bethune School and College and it was perhaps the first 

example of political action by Bengali girls.56 Girls were black garland on their 

sleeves when Surendranath Banerjee was jailed, just as their male counterparts did. 

At a meeting of the Indian association in 1883, Surendranath Banerjee suggested 

that the service of Indian womanhood co evation of the 
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57 Nevertheless, by 1892 some unnamed candidates for the Calcutta 

Municipal Elections were using  spite 

conservative disapproval.58 Some sections of the community were opposed to the 

holding of political views by women.  When Ramabai attacked the government for 

negligence in the Poona Plague Hospital in 1897, the Bangabasi articulated the view 

trongly against the 
59 

 No particular 

and participation or their nationalist contributions was accounted even though 

women were actively involved in nationalist politics from the middle of the 

nineteenth century. For example, women formed organizations for social reforms in 

which issues related to women were addressed and women voiced their opinions in 

Bamabodhini, Bangamahila, Anathini, Abalabandhab, Antahpur, Paricharika, 

Bharati 

Swadeshi and put importance on self dependence mainly in colonial Bengal which 

f  

nineteenth century.60 

The surfacing -political rights and 

association roughly from 1880 to 1940. The background seems to be the cumulative 

factors of local, provincial and national associations oriented towards improving the 

position of women and aiding national development. Here one may explore the 

background of such a new phenomenon as to who were the members to monitor 

such movements and the factors that promted them to move forward the issues under 

consideration.  

The origin of the Indian National Congress in 1885 provided a political 

platform to all Indians, irrespective of class, caste or sex. We find from 1900 

onwards women  movement was not 

considered as a fundamental attack on the age old customs of our society. Most 

important among the path-finders were Swarna Kumari Devi, Kadambini Ganguli, 

Saroj Nalini Dutt, Chandramukhi Bose, Ramabai Ranade, Kamala Debi 

Chattopadhyay, Muthulakshmi Reddy and a few others.61 By 1889, a number of 

women were drawn into the annual Congress meeting. By the efforts of 
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Dwarakanath Ganguly, Six women delegates were present at the 1889 Congress 

session in Bombay. The two women from Bengal was D

Kadambini Ganguli and Swarnakumari Debi, sister of Rabindranath Tagore and 

wife of Janakinath Ghoshal. The attendance of both women was intimately linked 

with the scope relations with Congress politics. At the sixth 

session, held in Calcutta the following year, Swarnakumari Debi was the only 

woman delegate; she had been selected to embody the Bengal Ladies Association 

(Banga Mahila Samaj). Her charisma was hardly noticed. Kadambini Ganguly was 

moved for the vote of thanks in English to the president, pherozshah Mehta.62 At this 

Calcutta session, Kadambini Ganguly was in truth, the attraction of all eyes. Annie 

Besant comments about  in this way: 
63 

 It is therefore, noticeable the beginning of a new era but the duty on 

provide first their family and then the society, 

pointed the opponent of the menfolk. These women were restricted to the middle 

and upper classes only. The group was small in range and elite in composition and 

the gap between the elite and the masses remained as usual. Swarna Kumari Debi 

tried to bring women together by organizing the Sakhi Samiti (1886). She also wrote 

many songs to stimulate people and organize them. It was in the years following 

1900, that Bengali women started to participate notably in the politics and freedom 

movement.64 

 It would not be unfair to argue that at this early stage, women who were a 

little bit involved with Congress affairs, such as Kadambini Ganguly or 

Swarnakumari Debi, were there mostly because of their husbands, rather than as 

representatives of any constituency in their own right. They put forward no demands 

and voiced no opinions; they were token representatives rather than full political 

participants. Most Indian women in any case, would not have been able to follow the 

Congress proceedings, which were conducted in English. The physical mobility, 

financial resources and knowledge of English required for women to be able to go to 

Congress sessions in different parts of India barred most middle-class women. Those 

who could take part formed minute elite of westernized women. Without doubt, 

therefore, during the early years of Congress, the representation of women remained 

low. 
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Sarala Debi Choudhurani, daughter of Swarna kumari Debi, who was to take 

an active part in the nationalist movement in the years to appear, composed a song 

urging the people of different provinces of the country to join the freedom struggle 

and trained a group of over fifty girls to sing this song in chorus at the Congress 

session on 26 December 1901.65 Many women found Congress sessions as social 

occasions and public spectacles rather than as serious political gatherings, because 

of their limited participation. During the year 1901 in Calcutta, purdah women were 

present as observers for the first time and about two hundred women form 

respectable Calcutta families attended. Their presence reinforces the feeling that 

most bhadramahila were only able to attend Congress when it was in their home 

city and that there was most likely some social benefit to be gained from attendance 

at such a significant event.66 Only about twenty of the nine hundred delegates to the 

1904 session of Indian National Congress were women. At the Benaras Congress in 

1905, women took the enterprise in holding their own session for the first time. In 

 which in 

future Jana 

 at a much later date.67 Over six hundred women from all parts of India 

had assembled there. Most of the speeches were in Hindi, including those by 

Bengalis, although a few were in English. An article about the meeting in 

Bamabodhini Patrika did not give details of the speeches, but most were on the 

subjects of patriotism and the duties of women or female education. The most 

important purpose of the meeting was the protest of female unity across India and 

st movement.68 

On 24 December, 1901 at the inauguration of a national exhibition of 

Swadeshi goods was held in Calcutta before two days of Congress session, Sarala 

Debi Ghoshal led the chorus with the deeply inspiring song composed by Atulprasad 

Arise, Mother India).69  The most important 

categories that were relevant to women were Swadeshi textiles; household goods 

such as carpets, mosquito nets, bamboo ware, brass and metal utensils, soap, 

perfume and ornaments and food stuffs, medicines, books, stationary. Objects of 

home decoration such as lithographs, photographs and frames. Women exhibited 

their work and many won medals or certificates of merit. One of the main aims of 

the organizers of the exhibition was to convince women to wear Swadeshi saris, in 
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order to revive the cloth industries that were dying out through lack of patronage in 

centres such as Dacca, Santipur, Murshidabad and Tripura.70 In 1903, Sarala Debi 

helped to encourage the use of Swadeshi goods by opening the Lakshmir Bhandar in 

Cornwallis Street, Calcutta. The shop used to sell consumer goods from all parts of 

Bengal, to women only.71 It may be pointed that, 

had been developed gradually before Bengal Partition. There had been a collective 

increase in political awareness, expressed through the pages of contemporary 

Bamabodhini, Bharati, Antahpur Bharatmahila, Janhabi 

etc. The emphasis on using Swadeshi goods, even prior to Partition, had helped 

make politics directly meaningful to women as consumers. 

 So, a new enlargement interaction at this time was that they were 

organizing themselves into political action. An article in Bamabodhini Patrika in 

1905 noted that, male efforts to stir up female opinion were no longer needed. 

Women had advanced to the extent of calling their own public meetings to incite 

men into action and in the home they used their influence to mobilize husbands, 

sons and brothers. On 16 October, 1905, nearly five hundred women had attended in 

Calcutta to watch the laying of the foundation stone of the new Federation Hall, to 

protest against Partition.72 But, political participation of women in society depends 

largely on the overall political situation of a nation. In our society, there are certain 

factors in the situation that favour politicization of women, such as  

(a) The anti- Partition or Swadehi movement, although started as a protest 

against a political move, Bengali men wanted 

movement in order to make stronger it. 

(b) The alteration 

politics easy. Because, the nationalist leaders finely converted the socio-

economic struggle against the British into a devotion of the motherland, 

which was in its turn altered into a mother-goddess.73 

 The effort to partition of Bengal in 1905 by Lord Curzon led to some 

inventive methods of protesting in which women played an important role. Swadeshi 

and Boycott movement apart from attractive to use native in place of foreign goods 

resorted to programmes like Rakhi Bandhan in which women tied coloured thread 

on the wrist of men as a symbol of brotherhood and unity. Equally, women refrained 

from cooking in their households and consequently resorted to Arandhan (refusal to 
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cook) as mark of protest against the evil designs of the imperialist rule. Such type of 

programmes openly concerned a large number of women who generally remained 

confined to their household activities. House wives were stimulated by the courage 

of Swadeshi which had a direct manner on their daily lives. Even peasant women are 

scors of remote villages were inspired not to light their oven that day. Hence, during 

the Swadeshi movement the women of Bengal undertook something like an anti-

imperialist 74 In this regard, Sudha Majumdar writes in her 

Memories that, women came out and participated in larger numbers in the protest 

earnestly took part in 

d 16 October was declared as the anti- Partition 

Day. To quote Sudha Majumdar, a feminist,  

in 1905 when I was seven years old and Mother served us with  (fruit 

meal) when it was neither a fast- day not a puja day. It was not a holy day nor did I 

hear of any holy purpose, so I was somewhat puzzled to notice the unusual silence in 

the kitchen and find that no fires were burning at all. On inquiry I learnt it was 

associated with the Swadeshi 75 They rejected foreign made domestic 

items and helped their family members, especially their offsprings to use aboriginal 

goods. Organizations like Swadeshi Bhandar¸Swadeshi Mandali, Mahila Samiti, and 

Lakshmir Bhandar were formed to encourage and propagate the idea of Swadeshi.76 

Swarnakumari Debi, Sarojini Bose, Kumudini Mitra, Sister Nivedita, Sarala Debi 

Choudhurani, Nabasashi Debi, Sushila Sen, Kamalkamini Gupta, Nirmala Sarkar, 

wife of Dr. Nilratan Sarkar, Subala Acharya, wife of Dr. Prankrishna Acharya, 

Hemangini Das, wife of Dr. Sundari Mohan Das were in the front position of the 

movement in Bengal.77 

 All over Bengal women observed 16 October 1905, the actual day of 

Partition - as a day of protest. More than five hundred women of the village 

Jemokandi in the district of Murshidabad assembled at Acharya Ramendra Sundar 

 to listen to the patriotic composition, Bangalakshmir Bratakatha, 

read out to them by his daughter, Girija Debi and laret vowed together to use only 

the Indian made goods. In Dacca, Ashlata Sen, a girl of eleven, under the inspiration 

of her grandmother Nabashshi Debi, went from house to house persuding women to 

join the Swasdeshi cause. In Barisal, Manorama Basu, a young housewife, generally 

known as  group on the streets, 
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defying all traditional norms of womanly behavior. Later, at Barisal (April, 1906) 

two hundred women attended the Provincial Conference.78 In Khulna, a number of 

women attended the meeting addressed by Kaliprasanna Kavya-bisarad, one of the 

key figures in the movement, where they broke their glass bangles in a sign 

symbolic of the boycott of foreign goods; women came to listen to Bipin pal in 

Bhola and Suren Banerjee at Tangail. Meetings entirely of women in support of 

Swadeshi in Calcutta, Dacca, Barisal, Chittagong, Mymensingh and Khulna were 

reported in the Sanjivani and other local papers.79 In the Sanjivani also available a 

report that the boycott was actively supported by Bengali women such as, Srimati 

Dinamani Choudhury, Zamindar of Santosh to Mymensingh, was trying to persuade 

her subordinates to use only country- made articles. The widow of Lakshman 

Chandra Aush Choudhury, the Zamindar of Mauganganj, was attempting to do the 

same. Srimati Ambuja Sundari Das Gupta of Jalpaiguri was effectively persuading 

local women not to use foreign goods.80 The Bamabodhini Patrika reported, 

towns as well as villages to express 

sorrow at the Partition of Bengal and are taking the Swadeshi vows. At several 

meetings women are coming forward to inspire men, while at home they are 

initiating their sons, brothers and husbands to the worship of the motherland .81 

Many women stopped wearing foreign garments even on celebratory occasions. 

Many took up weaving to make garments for their families. The use of hand-spun 

textile had become a significant national symbol long before Gandhi launched this 

idea. 

Suprabhat, edited by Kumudini Mitra, 

Daughter of Lilabati and Krishna Kumar Mitra and Antahpur, founded by Banalata 

Devi, daughter of Brahmo reformer Sasipada Banerjee, gave publicity to Swadeshi 

brands, suc  

manufactured by the Oriental Soap Factory. These types of advertisements, one 

might note, did not utilize feminine figures or images.82 

 The Swadeshi period and its outcome also witnessd the foundation of a 

ations. The organizers were basically recruited from the 

Brahmo Community and normally tried to legitimize and popularize their activities 

by attractive mainly to traditional ideals. In 1905, a local Mahila Samiti was founded 

in Calcutta by Sarla Roy, daughter of Durgamohan Das of Sadharan Brahmo Samaj 
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and Sunity Devi, the eldest daughter of Keshab Chandra Sen. This association 

appears to have been modelled on the villege of the Swadeshi era and like 

them, paying attention on social service and self-help. Similarly, beginning in 1913, 

Saroj Nalini Dutt founded a series of Mahila Samities in the Bengal hinterlands, as 

she travelled from station to station with her ICS hunband Guru Saday Dutt.83 Side 

by side, the tradition of Hindu Mela motion, 

clearly stirred by the Swadeshi movement, was the Mahila Shilpa Samiti, 

handicraft exhibition organized from 1906 to 1908 by Hiranmoyee Devi, the 

daughter of the Bengali poetess Swarnakumari Devi. Some women even donated 

their Jewellery to the national fund such as bangles, noserings, bracelets etc. For 

example, Mrs. J. K. Ganguly gave her bracelet as a donation towards paying off the 

fine imposed on Durga Mohan Sen who had been convicted for rebellious activities. 

Likewise, a number of women in Barisal gave over their funds to the Swadeshi 

Bandhab Samiti.84  

It may be said that, sufficient women had been trained in the politics of 

female voluntary associations and philanthropic organizations to lead and organize 

other women in a political manner. Women formed their own samitis and took 

Swadeshi vows- activities not inferior to joining the volunteer movements and ones 

that may have had a stonger impact. In this way, women began to search their socio- 

political rights and empowerment. Because Swadeshi movement seems to have 

f  is remarkable 

that, many of the Bengali women who were to later dynamically participate in 

Gandhian movements had gained their first political experience during the Swadeshi 

movement. One earlier  described the significance of the 

Swadeshi movement accordingly nd in the movement against the 

Partition that they are not just housewives, but soldiers too! They retreaved their 

courage. These women were the pioneers in the history o

India. 85 

By the turn of the century, budding nationalist sentiment among the 

bhadralok 

recognition as a separate group on the basis of sex. In this circumstance, where the 

bhadralok found them as battling against a position of reliance and subordination, 

the Bhadramahila came to share their view of humidity of colonial rule. The sense 
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of general purpose seen in their joint campaigning against the Partition of Bengal 

helps explain the lack of a feminist consciousness. The struggle against a common 

tyrant successfully sidetracked attention from other possible conflicts within the 

social system. 

The bhadramahila began to take an interest in the previously male world of 

nationalist politics. The method by which women had defined their identity as 

bhadramahila had concerned adversity and disagreement. As a result, they had been 

drawn into the set-up 

India. They were literate, and had their own channels of contact with the colonial 

state through the function of the legal and educational systems. A few of them 

functioned straightly under the British administrative bureaucracy as employees. 

They consolidated their new individuality through societies and journals meant 

absolutely of women, showing a self-consciousness of themselves as a group.   

On the other hand, as the movement became ever more popular and strong, 

the British Government responded with usual oppression, persecutions and 

convictions became extensive. Among the numerous cases, one deserves special 

mention as it highlights the rising consciousness and strength of unity what 

Swadeshi could instil among women. When Bhupendra Nath Datta, the brother of 

the saint-patriot Swami Vivekananda, was convicted on July 24, 1907, about 200 

women offered a lecture of gratitude to his mother under the leadership of Lilavati 

Mitra, wife of the Brahmo leader Krishna kumar Mitra.86 It is true that, direct 

involvement was not possible for woman in the biplabi or Extremist (revolutionary) 

movement that broke out during the last phase of the Swadeshi movement. As 

Aparna Basu has noted in brief Samitis or voluntary 

movements, the prevailing ideology was too conservative to allow women to 

participate on an e 87 But, many women helped the biplabis 

mutely from the background. Sarala Debi Choudhurani and Sister Nivedita88 

maintained close associations with the biplabis. Kumudini Mitra organized a group 

of committed Brahmin women to supply as messengers between different 

revolutionaries; these women were kept under watch by the police.89 This 

organization also helped in the distribution of revolutionary leaflets and literature. 

She preached the cause of the a Bengali magazine 
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and propagated the sect of revolution.90 Mataji Tapaswini, a Marathi lady and the 

organizer of Mahakali Pathshala ( permitted her 

school building to become the office of a secret society- Banga Dharma Sammilan 

and a  for political extremists. 91 Lots of middle class families, women 

as mothers, sisters and sister-in- law helped the cause of revolutionary men. A 

number of women gave protection to absconding revolutionaries, hide or transported 

weapons and functioned as unofficial contact channels. Still those who were not 

directly or indirectly helping the biplabis, seem to have lent their ethical support to 

their cause, such as Saudamini Debi of Faridpur, Sarojini Debi, Priyabala Debi and 

Mrinalini Debi of Barishal, Brahmomoyee Debi and Chinmoyee Sen of Dacca etc.92  

 It may be followed that, the women who took part in such activities gave a 

new phase to the freedom struggle of India and helped secure a position for that 

struggle in Indian history and politics. In this way, they achieved their socio-political 

rights and empowerment. In the very beginning, when the revolutionary 

organizations were yet to be shaped and before the movement was launched, Sarala 

Debi Ghoshal took an enterprise to set up the background and to give confidence the 

Bengali youth to progress along that path. To eradicate the chains of bondage, 

achievement of physical strength is a necessity. By this aim, as a first footstep, 

Sarala Debi established at her house in Calcutta a centre for physical culture (1900). 

There exercise was imparted to the youth is sword, boxing, gymnastics and lathi 

play.93 Sarala Debi thought that, the development of health and physique of youths 

was a fundamental first step to the triumph of the national movement. She, thus, 

formed her akhra (a physical fitness club) and Byayam Samiti (gymnasium) which 

also provided relations with biplabis (revolutionaries).94 

 Many Hindu nationalists used women as political symbols of national 

awakening. The mother-centered expression of Hindu nationalism may help to 

clarify how Sarala Debi gained credit as a leader of activist nationalism in its early 

stages. She did not endeavor to become concerned in the prescribed political activity 

of male relations, but used the symbolic power of local history and myth to create 

political consciousness which was one of the most lively and motivated proponents 

of Bengali nationalism.95 On 9th October, 1902 Sarala Debi introduced Birashtami 

Utsav (Festival of Heroes) on the ashtami or the second day of Durga puja, with a 

view to inspiring the youth of Bengal with the ideals of heroism. In May, 1903, she 
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initiated the Pratapaditya Utsav in memory of Pratapaditya, the last independent 

Bengli Zamindar of Jessore who dared to resist the Mughals. Sarala Debi then 

introduced the Udayaditya Utsav to honor the death of Prince Udayaditya of Jessore, 

who at the age of nineteen died bravely fighting for the country. On these occasions, 

young Bengali men displayed their skill in sword play and worshipped heroic 

ancestors.96 These facts were proposed to stimulate the youth to be heroic and fight 

for rescue the lost independent of the country. She has been described by Bipin 

Pratapaditya to meet the necessity of a hero for 

Bengali .97  

After her marriage with Rambhuj Datta Choudhuri (1905) of Lahore, She 

worked to spread the idea of nationalism in the Punjab, edit the Bengali journal 

Bharati and maintain her close relations with the Suhrid Samiti of Mymensingh. 

Sarala Debi infused new life into the Suhrid Samiti in 1905.98 

Not only that, Sarala Devi initiated certain tentative steps to systematize an 

emerging heart of this movement was formed at Lahore in 

November 1910 when she launched the Bharat Stree Mahamandal even with much 

opposition. As the Secretary of this association, she worked vigorously and 

effectively instituted branches of the Bharat Stree Mahamandal at Alahabad and 

Calcutta. The main purpose of this society was to bring together women of all castes 

and creeds on the basis of their common interest in the moral and material 

development in India.99 But, the government could no longer ingnore these activities 

and the leadership provided by Sarala Debi; therefore, she was put under 

observation and was told that if she objected to being watched she would have to 

limit her activities. 

 In this way, Sarala Debi emerged as an outstanding leader of the Swadeshi 

era. she started physical culture clubs, began  Swadeshi 

organized festivals which celebrated Bengali traditions and launched dedicated work 

at organizing a different In her later year, she came gradually 

under the magic charm of Gandhi and a some what extraordinary relationship 

developed between the two.100 Sarala Debi also took an active part in the franchise 

movement launched by Mrs. Cousins and was active in securing voting right for 

Bengali women. She remained a devoted Congress worker till her death in 1945 and 
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actively participated in the various campaigns launched to achieve freedom from the 

Raj. 

Swadeshi period, 

continued although on a lower key during the next decade, until the emergence of 

the Home Rule agitation under Annie Besant.101 She began to a

cause for liberation by founding the Home Rule League on June 7, 1916 at Madras. 

Though on 25 September, 1915 Annie Besant officially declared her decision to start 

a Home Rule League with the basic purpose 102 Her 

attachment encouraged many Indian women, for example, Kamala Devi 

Chattopadhyay and women began to stir up to a realization of their keeping out from 

political movement. In that sense, smoothed the way for the massive contribution 

that women made under Gandhi. The election of Annie Besant as President of the 

Indian National Congress in 1917, the first woman to occupy this post and the share 

of the Congress session under her leadership in Calcutta enclosed a special message 

for women.103 Dr. Besant was also a warrior ion. It 

was under the Presidentship of Mrs. Besant that in 1917 the Congress expressed the 

opinion that same tests be applied to women as to men in regard to franchise and the 

.104 

outlook to the emancipation of women was quite clear. 

She maintained that the progress of India depended on their liberty. In fact, Annie 

Besant associated 

significant and unique contributions that women could make to developfor national 

cause. She stressed involvement was essential to national 

development. She commen

from their seclusion and take back their place in the comm 105 As a result, 

o-political rights and empowerment during the next phase 

(after Home Rule League) were turned into two directions: (a) The battle for the 

ranchise and (b) Participation in the freedom 

movement. 

                 

                  (a)The Battle for the Ballot ampaign for Franchise 

 Opposing to earlier belief that woman 

their demand to vote; 106 it has now been well-known that the right to vote was not 
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granted to women without pressure from organized women. The early 

movement that was rising in the sub-continent was featured by the increase of a 

numb

associations that had emerged by the 1920s, 

as the W dian Association (WIA) in 1917, the 

Conference (AIWC) in 1927 took very important role107 and Besant felt the need of 

organizing women under one umbrella and it was under her motivation and 

leadership that the first major All India Association for Women (WIA) was 

established in 1917. Annie Besant remained its President till her death in 1933. The 

n Association (WIA) was considered as a common dais for women to 

air their grievances and demand their rights. One of the first activities of the WIA 

was the historic all-Indi  deputation to meet Secretary of State, Edwin 

Montague in December 1917.The objectives of the deputation was to present 

demand the  and hence 

campaign on the sub-continent.108 One may be noted that, the claim for franchise 

was an endeavor by the women of the elite classes to find a room for themselves in 

the recognized power structure, in that way, they attemted to strengthen the 

legitimate the legal political rights. Yet, there is little uncertainty that to those who 

uttered the demand, it represented protest against a socio-political structure which 

debarred women into political authority.109 

 However, the organized political progress by women in this field was 

properly initiated by Sarojini Naidu, Margaret Cousins, Annie Besant, Kamala Debi 

Chottopadhyay, Renuka Ray, Begum Hamida Ali, Rameshwari Nehru, Dorothy 

Jinarajadasa, Uma Nehru, Ramabai Ranade, Rajkumar Amrit Kaur, Lady Abala 

Bose and others.110 In the political ground stage 

tried to bring to the forefront the issue of female enfranchisement and eligibility for 

legislature (1917-1926) and in the second stage liberalization of the terms of 

enfranchisement enabling an increase of female representation (1927-1937 and 

after).111 The movement can be traced to have developed in two different lines in its 

function. Firstly, it was elite representation and the second was mass mobilization, 

the latter hardly successful in the earlier period, but grew more and more as time 

passed women found in the political movements.  
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First Stage 

The demand for votes for women was made on the view of social equality 

and insisted on a woma join equally in the process of government.112 

Their main argument was that, the introduction of women would transform the 

vitiated political world and would be particularly encouraging to the healthy 

development of children. Even though, the Montague-Chelmsford scheme diverted 

the issue, the Southborough Franchise Committee was set up to look into it.  But 

inadequately the response was once again negative.113 In 1919, a special delegation 

comprising Sarojini Naidu, Annie Besant, Hirabai Tata and her daughter Mithan 

Tata (Lam) went to London to give proof before the Joint Parliamentary Committee 

(JPC) of British House of Commons on the Government of India Bill in favour of 

ranchise. The Joint Committee left the liability of the final decision to the 

future Legislative Councils of India for each province.114 The centre of seriousness 

chise was shifted from the all-India theatre to the individual 

provincial field. Among the provinces, Madras took the lead in removing the sex 

ineligibility for legislative franchise and also in getting a woman, Dr. Mathulakshmi 

Reddy, as a member of the Legislative Council in 1927.115 She remembered that, this 

selection marked the beginning of her life-long attempt 

women by removing social abuses and working for equality in moral values. The 

first success came when the JPC suggested the removal of sex qualifications. But 

left it to the provincial legislatures to decide how and when to do so. Madras 

established voting rights to women in 1920 followed by Bombay in 1921.116 

opening.  

Prior to this, when the Thirty-Third session of the Indian National Congress 

met in Delhi in December 1918, Saraladebi Choudhurani offered the declaration to 

support the vote for women. Saraladebi told her audience that women had as much 

right to register their own destinies as men for this was the age of human rights, 

justice, freedom and self- determination. The world has outgrown certain ideas, she 

said, particularly the fanciful division of intellect and emotion being the respective 

ahead of the assertions of Sarojini Naidu, 

ere of w

the rough and tumble of life and to being the fellow- workers of men in politics and 
117 These meetings were followed by gatherings all over India - of 
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provincial and district Congress conferenc ations - to 

articulate   

In Bengal, Leela Roy (Nag) formed Deepali Sangha and the founder editor 

of Jayashree, 

, modify much if 

not they joined the struggle against colonial supremacy as the British were not 

concerned .118  organization to 

fight for the franchise was the Bangiya Nari Samaj (Bengali W

in 1921 instructed by Kumudini Bose, Lady Abala Basu, Kamini Roy, Mrinalini Sen 

and Joytirmoyee Ganguly. The president of the Sabha was Kamini Roy.119 The 

members of the Samiti attempted to organize support for their cause from the elite 

male scholar and political leaders, such as Surendramohan Basu, Ramananda 

Chatterjee, Surendranath Banerjee, Bipin Chandra Pal and others. But, the resolution 

to allow women to vote was defeated in the Bengal Legislative Council in 1921.120 

In spite of their dissatisfaction, women continued their struggle. They organized 

protest meetings and continued to lobby for their cause. The Bangiya Nari Samaj 

also associated itself to the Madras based W Association in order to 

learn from the la skill. At the same time, it determined on gaining 

the right for women to vote in the Calcutta Municipal election, which succeeded in 

doing in 1923.121 This victory became as courageous, because a woma

led by Kamini Roy and two Muslim Women, Begum Rokeya Sakhawat Hossein and 

Begum Sultan Muwajidzada, met the Viceroy, Lord Lytton, to request his support 

for their cause. Positive response also came from a number of small organized 

Mahila Samities (W

Mymensingh and Chittangong. In 1925 the Bengal Legislature permitted a limited 

female suffrage and in 1926 Bengali women ussed this right for the first time. It 

symbolized for them recognized entry into the previously restricted male public 

world of Political decision making.122 

Second Stage 

 The demand to widen voting rights to more women entered a new stage 

during the visit of the Simon Commission in India. The Simon Commission, 

appointed in 1927, was the first step towards the formulation of a new India Act. 

The India Act passed in 1935 increased representation but not to the level estimated 
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by organized women. The method of delivering this second franchise declaration 

showing both the limits of collaboration with the British and the troubles innate in 

, the Simon 

Commission was largely boycotted, the Dowager Rani of Mandi led a deputation 

comprising Mrs. Ahmen Shah and Mrs. Chitamber with others. While pointing out 

the small number of enfranchised women, the delegation viewed against the 

application of the same criteria for men and women voters. It recommended that, 

voting rights should be given to property owners and literate women and definite 

participation should be guaranteed through reserved seats.123 

 When the Simon Commission was first declared, the WIA, then the only 

ranchise. After that, the All-

onference (AIWC) determined to form a franchise sub-committee 

and by the 1930s concluded that political liberation was the first step towards 
124 The AIWC joined the movement of 

demanding votes for women keenly in 1931 when a new constitution for India was 

being discussed in the British Parliament. It well thought-out a meeting of women 

representatives at Bombay in combination with Margaret Cousins and 

Mathulakshmi Reddy from the WIA, Mrs. Hamid Ali and Rani Rajwade from the 

AIWC and Tarabai Premchand from the National Council of Women in India 

(NCWI, established in 1925). Under the chairmanship of Sarojini Naidu, it issued a 

joint memorandum to be submitted to the Franchise Committee of the Second 

Round Table Conference in support of universal adult suffrage. They asked for or 

they raised their voices to the claim 

and no favour 125 Consequently, a joint front was presented. 

 After the close of the Second Round Table Conference (1932), a White 

Paper recommending increased franchise for women was presented to both Houses 

of Parliament. A Franchise Committee was constituted with Lord Lothian as 

Chairman. During its tour of India in 1932, the Lothian Committee met very small 

number of women but received a memorandum from the All- 

Organizations. But, in their concluding report the Lothian Committee rejected adult 

franchise because of the c  population and high rate of illiteracy. 

They granted more women should be enfranchised, to make easy social reform, and 

suggested increasing the ratio of female to male voters from 1:20 to 1:5.126 
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 On the other hand, the communal Award of 1932 granted reserved seats to 

Muslims and extended them to the depressed classes. The AIWC had stood for 

Hindu-Muslim unity and was intensely anxious that the Communal Award in danger 

to divide Hindu and Muslim women. After huge 

organizations formed a joint memorandum reiterating their claim for adult franchise 

and objecting to various schemes of separate electorates and reservation of seats.127 

 In the annual session in 1933, the AIWC demanded the right to franchise and 

equal status for women in the future constitution of India and certified the 

statements made by their elected representatives in London. During the next session 

of AIWC, the Linlithgow Committee decided to examine witnesses from Indian 

hmi Reddy, and Begum 

Hamid Ali spoke for the AIWC, WIA and NCWI. Mrs Sushma Sen and Mrs. L. 

Mukherjee spoke on behalf of the Calcutta Mahila Samiti. All these women 

personalities insisted on the significance of raising the number of enfranchised 

women. The Linlithgow Committee stated that, dia cannot reach the position to 

which it aspires in the world until its women play their due part as educated 
128 Lastly, the committee accepted of a number of different programmes to 

raise the number of women voters: wives could vote in some provinces, literate 

women in others and the wives of military officers in still others. The Act also 

introduced unique electorates for women. The new Government of India Act of 

1935, once again, did not recognize universal adult franchise, fixed the ratio of 

voters at 1:5, however, there were few women who regarded this as an important 

success. Although universal adult suffrage was established by the Constitution of 

Independent India, there was still need to guarantee the dynamic input of women. It 

is true that, voting rights for women are assured but even today, the representation of 

women in political decision making system is negligible. Indeed, w

political empowerment and active political involvement in decision making 

-situations cannot be changed. 

 It may thus be pointed out that, by 1920s, witnessed the appearance of a 

promising -continent and a few development 

prominent

associations from the local or provincial levels were also extending to become 

national in character. For example, the Bharat Stree Mahamandal founded  by 
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Sarala Devi Choudhurani in 1910, the by Annie Besant 

in 1917, the National Council of women in India in 1925 were among the first few, 

followed by others.129 But who benefited from the continuation 

associations? The answer is the huge numbers of middle-class women who gained 

knowledge in functioning with organizational structures. They educated directly the 

dynamics of the political world and educated them, in part, from other women. So, 

on the one hand, women searched their political rights i.e. the battle for ballot and on 

to divorce, equal rights of guardianship over their children etc. 

 

Women Search for social rights and Empowerment 

 As organized women gained familiarity in the public field, they became 

more conscious of their needy position. When they wanted legislative change, they 

became aware of their subject condition. They were disqualified from new 

representative structures since they did not own property or were not married to men 

with property. Their learning, knowledge with social work, campaigning for the 

franchise and participation with the struggle for independence gave them a sense of 

an assignment and self-assurance in their abilities. To be deprived of the same civil 

rights as men because of gender seemed unjust. Not only that, they realized that 

without these rights they would come across it difficult to secure improvement 

actions in the future.130 The Association and All- 

Conference were the two leading bodies which wanted to bring women collectively 

at an all-India level in order to go forward their position through education, social 

reform and political activity; they were the only two ations with 

branches and offices spread all over the country. These non-political associations 

were mainly concerned particularly in promoting educational 

opportunities for women and humanizing their status through social and legal 

reform. Even if, these associations were open to women only, but they did not 

confine themselves only 131 In this connection, we may recall 

Raja Rammohun Roy, the champion of w essential steps in 

the early nineteenth century to progress the conditions of widows by asking for 

birthright and property rights for them. After him, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar 

succeeded in legalizing widow re-marriage in 1856. The condition of widows, 
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mainly the child widows, had involved the notice to many reformers. Like, Pandita 

Ramabai Saraswati had started her Sharda Sadan for educating and training mainly 

Seva Sadan also served the same purpose. Maharshi 

Karve started home in Poona. All this was in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century.132 

 The AIWC first took up the issue at Lucknow in 1928. It was resolved that 

industrial homes for needy women and widows be opened everywhere; that schools 

be attached to these homes to enable these women to obtain primary education, that 

a social fund be started by every constituent conference and that the government be 
133 Though, in Bengal, Hiranmoyee Debi, daughter of 

Swarna Kumari Debi took the impetus and established Bidhaba Shilpashram for 

widows in 1906.134 But 1929-1930, the AIWC committee on social reforms had 

arranged a scheme of work and incorporated in its plan eradication of imposed 

seclusion of women, equal rights of inheritance and obstacle of imposed 

widowhood.135 Reform of the legal condition of women had been the key issue for 

ations exactly from the beginning. The child marriage debate shed 

new  which they now apparent as a serious problem. 

Out of this, erit and control of 

property. The Special Marriage Act of 1872 had made provision for facilitating 

divorce apart from several other provisions about marriage and to bring down of the 

condition of women. Several attempts were made to integrate them in the personal 

law of Hindus, but always a proposal was made it was shelved in the face of rigid 

opposition from conservative Hindus. In this regard, Bhupendranath Basu 

introduced a Bill making provision for divorce in Hindu marriage. The Hindu 

conservative view was that, a Hindu marriage was everlasting.136 

 In 1928, Hari Singh Gour introduced in the Imperial Legislative Assembly 

the Hindu Marriages Dissolution Bill. The Bill was measured at a meeting of the 

AIWC in Delhi in February 1928. There was great opposition to the Bill.137 But in 

Bengal, Mrs. Renuka Ray,138 a feminist leader, gave a burning speech disapproving 

the existing system demanding equal rights for men and women in marital life. Her 

declaration

women. Renuka Ray hereafter had remained at the frontline and had been vocal in 

propagating equal rights for women. 
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 At the Calcutta Congress session of 1930s, Sarala Debi concluded what was 

positively the most powerful feminist speech with a list of Thus, 

incorporated, such as equal inheritance, equal 

right to guardianship, no sex discrimination, fair wages, punishment for sex related 

crimes, closing of brothels, compulsory primary education, adult education, female 

teachers in co-educational institutions and adult franchise.139  

 During ations formed committees on legal status, 

undertook studies of laws, talked with lawyers, published pamphlets on the position 

of women and encouraged legislative that helped to improve 140 In 

the 1930 session, the AIWC set on its programme the movement for equal rights for 

women in the issue of inheritance and control of property.141 At the fifth session in 

1931, the conference placed on record its opinion that, there should be complete 

equality between the sexes in the matter of inheritance and control of property. It 

extended support to the committees appointed in Mysore and Baroda for 

investigating the Hindu law of inheritance with a vision to making it fairer for 

women.142 The 1933 session of the AIWC discussed and debated the question of 

divorce with much sincerity.143 

The AIWC continued to hold out for wide-ranging rather than piecemeal 

legislation as questions of monogamy; divorce and right of inheritance were all 

interrelated. The conference appointed a special committee for the social disabilities 

of women. During 1934, a serious movement was conducted to educate women and 

make them take an interest in their rights. In this way, the 24th November, 1934 was 

declared Legal Disabilities Day.144 Because:- 

             (i) In 1934, the AIWC, dissatisfied with the Sarda Act (later known as the 

Prohibition of Child Marriage Act of 1929) and the proposed India Act asked the 

government to appoint an all-India commission to judge the legal disabilities of 

women. The issues they specified for study were inheritance, marriage and the 

guardianship of children.145                                             (ii) In Bengal, the members 

of Deepali Sangha, founded by Leela Roy, extended their support to the Sarda Bill, 

some 

modification of the Dayabhaga School of law146 prevalent in Bengal, which 

deprived girls of any share in paternal property, leaving rights of inheritance to male 

children alone.147 These were far-reaching claims, viewed from the early twentieth-
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century perspective. After that, the Deepali Sangha was possibly the most feminist 

political association among middle class women of the time and was exclusively 

committed to the double social rights. Their 

definitive goal was new law. Though, a resolution was passed conferring equal 

rights of guardianship over their children on the mother as on the father and stating 

 148 But in 

1934, the request came from ideas enclosed in a pamphlet titled- Legal Disabilities 

of Indian Women: A Plea for a Commission of Enquiry, authored by Renuka Ray, a 

Bengali feminist women leader and legal Secretary of the AIWC.149 Renuka Ray 

argued in favour of new laws for all women, apart from of community. She wrote 

that, the s able in the 

Social transform would both improve the suffering of individual 

women and allow India to join the modern and progressive states of the world. 

Renuka Ray wanted new personal family law that would make women independent 

and fully ready to take part in public life. The AIWC nt no sex 

dealings of 

the country, not equality o 150 This association had branches 

all over India. The Bengal branch had generations of capable leaders like Sarala 

Ray, Renuka Ray, Phulrenu Guha and Ashoka Gupta151 and others.  

Along with the actions introduced between 1937 and 1938 were the Hindu 

roperty Bill, an improvement to the Child Marriage Restraint 

Act, a bill to allow inter-caste ma ght to Divorce Act, 

the Muslim Personal Law Bill, the Prevention of Polygamy Bill and the Muslim 

e provincial legislatures anti-dowry bills, 

marriage laws and bills to allow women to inherit were introduced. The new 

legislatures formed after the elections of 1937 built-in a number of progressive men 

role to nationalist movement and were conscious of 

ssues.152 

Once these bills were discussed it became clear that male reformers and the 

ations had these 

circumstances, the government decided to appoint a committee of distinguished 

lawyers to study Hindu law and make recommendations but the war and political 

turbulence caused them to delay until 1941. In January, 1941, Sir B. N. Rau was 
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appointed to chair the committee and asked to look carefully at the various bills on 

the Hindu wo ations protested, the 

committee received directions 

But the appeal to add a woman to the committee was overlooked.153 Congress 

women in the Central Legislative Assembly, Mrs. Renuka Ray and Mrs. Radhabai 

Subbarayan, s

report was released in 1941, the AIWC sent copies to its branches with directions to 

hold meetings and create helpful recommendations.154 In May 1942 the government 

published two bills framed by Sir Rau on succession and distributed them for 

opinions. They were referred to the Legislature, considered, modified and again 

distributed. Thus, accordingly, two bills emerged in 1943: one on marriage and 

another on succession. All over the entire process women who were concerned with 

the issue of caring.155 In 1943, in relation with the Hindu 

Law of Inheritance Amendment Bill referred to the Select Committee, the following 

suggestion was made with regard to widows: under the Hindu W

Property Act, 1937, as amended by the 1938 Act, the widows of pre-deceased  (i) 

Son, (ii) S Son and (iii) S S Son were allowed to succeed all together 

with the sons and widow of the prepositus. These widows were denied this right 

under the Bill consideration. The AIWC suggested that, the existing rights should 

not be reduced by the new Bill.15 

In January of 1944, a committee was appointed to create a code of Hindu 

law. They were to begin work in February and set up a draft code by August of the 

same year. The Rau Committee was resuscitated with the addition of three new 

members including one woman, Mrs. Tarabai Premchand, a long-time member of 

the Bhagini Samaj and officer of the NCWI.  At the beginning the committee said it 

proposed to speak mainly with lawyers but would make special efforts to interview 

women and representatives of orthodox Hinduism. In Bengal, where they met only 

women who opposed legal reform, they concluded that women favouring reform had 

been prohibited from meeting them. Women who opposed reform were ignored as 

parroting the views of their husbands.157 To highlight emotion in favour of 

reform, the committee scattered all over the report. This 

formed the notion that Indian women were well knowledgeable about legal changes 
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and sympathetic of them. The report was published in 1946, but not re-introduced 

for kindness until the Constituent Assembly had become the Dominion Parliament. 

By their effort to gain civil rights for women- the vote and legal changes in 

particular  these women became petitioners to the British rulers. The rights they 

hunted could not be approved by their menfolk. Nor could British women, only 

recently enfranchised and insufficiently represented in parliament, grant them rights. 

Knowledge of struggle taught women that, the battle for rights would not be 

easy. Time and again they were forced to work for and accept whatever small 

amount of justice they could get. The franchise compromise and the Rau 

C sufficiently reflect the views of organized women. These 

women, honestly, strove to achieve what they regarded as unbiased and fit for Indian 

most important in this turbulent political 

environment. Th ations gained less than they had 

hoped for. Ever more, they began to define themselves as a minority community 

with exclusive problems that could not be addressed through political channels 

alone. Yet, it may be said that, women achieved some socio-political rights vis-à-vis 

empowerment by organizing of their legitimate claims through movements. 

 

(b) Participation in the Freedom Movement 

At the same time  for their socio-political rights, they 

also determined to drive out the British from Indian soil. There were remarkable 

changes in the Indian political setting in 1910-1920. As a reaction to the passing of 

the Rawlatt Act and the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre (1919) and strengthened by the 

increase of the Khilafat movement, Mahatma Gandhi launched the Non- 

Cooperation movement properly in 1920. The special Congress session in Calcutta 

gave its support to the projected demonstration.158 

 

articipation in the Non- Cooperation Movement 

Huge number of women from different social strata took part in the Non- 

Cooperation movement. Gandhiji was active in bringing women even from the rural 

backdrop to the forefront of the movement. His ideology of non-violence and 

 was appropriate for the spirit of women and did not conflict with their 

social and household tasks. Women took active part in boycotting foreign goods, 
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picketing in schools, colleges and courts, organizing processions, spinning wheels 

C K  159 (homespun cloth). 

participation in Bengal in the Non-Cooperation movement of Gandhi, Bharati Ray 

referes to three different characters which are as follows:  

(i)  The recognition of the freedom struggle with deshpuja and the prayer of Shakti 

. 

(ii) As  views were not informed by a faminist standpoint, they infused 

self- confidence into women. His statement that women were ethically better 

suitable than men for the non-violent struggle removed the dishonor of their 

inferiority vis-à-  . So, when women came out in 

the political field, they encountered no opposition from their family members who 

 

(iii) During the period under survey, Bengal created political captains of national 

physique like Chitta Ranjan Das and Bipin Chandra pal and politicized women with 

leadership abilities, such as Basanti Debi and Hemaprava Majumdar. These women 

leaders had contact to the general body of women and helped 

political and social awareness and rights.160 

  In Bengal, the Non-Cooperation-Khilafat understanding during 1921-22 

national movement in Bengal .161 During the early student upsurge in early 1921, as 

Renuka Ray recalls, many girls left their schools and colleges among whom Renuka 

(then Mukherjee) and her friend Lalita Ray of the Diocesan College were probably 

the first.162 Sarala Debi Choudhurani, freely wore a Khadi sari, arranged and 

addressed numerous meetings all over the province, organized Swadeshi centres and 

everywhere required to inculcate nationalist feelings.163 At a personal level, Sarala 

Debi not only sacrificed most of her Jewellery for the nationalist cause but also 

donated the Padmavati Gold Medel of the Calcutta University of which she had been 

the first receiver. In Bengal, the most imperative women leaders were Basanti Debi, 

Urmila Debi, and Miss Suniti Debi (wife, sister and niece of C. R. Das), 

Jyotirmoyee Ganguly and Hemaprabha Majumdar. The Das women along with 

some others regularly 

addressed various  to take up the Charka, boycott 

foreign goods and make donations to the Tilak Swaraj Fund. Urmila Debi, who due 
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to her ill health could not move very widely, established the Nari Karma Mandir 

(Temple ork) in 1921 to popularize the Swadeshi movement and 

spread the idea of Swaraj. After its closure, Hemaprabha Majumdar, who had 

primarily assisted Urmila Debi, founded the Mahila Karmi Sansad (Forum of 

Women Workers) in 1922 with a vision to imparting vocational training to women 

as well as imbuing them with the spirit of nationalism.164 In Calcutta, while she 

march, was injured in a disagreement with the police. When 

Sarojini Naidu became the Congress President (1926), Hemaprabha proved to be 

most esteemed partner. These two women along with Kamaladebi Chattopadhyay 

became the crucial points of contact between the leaders of the freedom struggle and 

spirited female leader at that time was 

Jyotirmoyee Ganguly. She resigned from her teaching job in Ceylon (now Sri 

Lanka) to join the Non-Cooperation movement. To her belongs the praise of having 

ganization during the Calcutta Congress of 

1920. The entry of wom -Cooperation movement like Sarojini 

Naidu, Jyotirmoyee Ganguly and Hemaprabha Majumdar and others into dynamic 

politics was described by Laxmi Menon, a unchained fighter, 

to the Congress but also a real inspiration to th 165 

 In order to motivate larger public participation and attract more volunteers 

for the Congress, it was in Calcutta that for the first time women were terrified 

openly into the movement.166 Actions took an even more impressive turn when C. R. 

Das, the most significant Congress leader in eastern India, determined Congress 

volunteers should sell Khaddar on the streets of Calcutta to experiment the 

led by Basanti Debi, Urmila Debi and Suniti Debi went to hawk Khaddar and were 

arrested and locked up in jail. Though they were released before midnight on the 

same day, but the impact of their action was immediate and massive. To quote 

; our arrest had 
167 The impression caused by the arrest of these ladies 

can be realized by the following existing e was witnessed in Bara 

Bazar, where the arrest took place, such as comes but once in the lifetime of a 

nation. Marwaris joined, Muslims joined, Bhatias joined, Sikhs poured in, coolies, 
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mill hands, school boys, all rushed to the scene. Some wept, some cried, some ran 

aimlessly, the wild multitude watched and watched and then long after melted away 

with brewing thoughts such as brew only on the ev

frightened, the women of the Das family from the very next day i.e. 8 December, 

Khaddar, joined by numerous other 

lady volunteers, specially Sikh ladies; Calcutta students came out in hundreds, 

joined the prohibited volunteer corps and marched out with Khaddar on, seeking 

imprisonment 170 were arrested during the day .168 Enquiry about the Calcutta 

events Gandhi instantly accepted the probable participation in picketing. 

As a result, on 15 December, 1921, the Mahatma issued a special plead through 

young India wherein he asked women in other parts of the sub-continent to follow 

the instance set by Calcutta women.169 Although it was not only men who were 

exaggerated. There were 6000 ladies at the All-India Ladies Conference in 

Ahmedabad where Bi Amma, the mother of Mohammad Ali and Shaukat Ali, spoke 

from the Congress Pandal on 30 December, 1921. In her flaming presidential 

address at this conference, Bi Amma stressed upon the requirement for promoting 

productive (Charka-Khadi) activity and Hindu-Muslim harmony. She requested 

Indian women to intimately support themselves with the nationalist cause 

demanding that  nation consists of men and women and whatever duties devolve 

on men, those are the duties fr 170 At the end of 

the meeting, a resolution was passed calling upon the women of India to enroll 

themselves as volunteers in respect to the Congress command. 

 As soon as very ordinary, low class women, even prostitutes came ahead to 

join the Congress movement. In Barishal of East Bengal, 250  

to join the Congress and contribute from their earnings to the Tilak Congress Fund 

and participated in the Congress work. Manada Devi Mukhopadhyay tells in Sikshita 

Patitar Atamcharit how she 

and other prostitutes joined in collecting funds for Congress in 1922 and in 1924, 

participated s Satyagraha against the lascivious and dishonest Mahant 

of Tarakeswar Temple.171 For the period of 

became the president of the Bengal Provincial Congress in 1921-22 and presided 

over its session in 1922 in Chittangong. Hence, a Bengali woman, perhaps for the 

first time, came to occupy an outstanding position in the political leadership of the 
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country. She was very much aware of the fact that unless the women at the 

grassroots level were involved, the national movement would not succeed. Her 

anxiety for the grassroots level participation becomes evident from the presidential 

of old 

days, we have also to revive the dormant villages 

our villages, to build up our village institutions under the conditions of modern life, 

but according to th 172 Her speech was reported to be 

even more successful than that of Bipin Chandra Pal. The presence of women at the 

conference was notable

President, or to the political awakening of Bengali women? 173 

 The devotion and enthusiasm of these women created anxious the colonial 

government. In a report, Clarke, the Commissioner of Police, Calcutta, noted a few 

names of frontline women agitators such as Basanti Debi, Urmila Debi and Suniti 

Debi, Hemaphabha Majumdar, Sunitibala Mitra, Uma Debi and Sati Debi of the 

Nari Karma Mandir, Bagala Som, Mohini Dasgupta, Binapani Debi and Pratima 

Debi and so on. He observed that, the female volunteers were mostly Brahmos. They 

came out into the streets every day and were joined by male volunteers and other 

shopkeepers to give up dealing in foreign cloth and stock Swadeshi Basanti 

Debi was at the head of a large crowd in Mirazapur Steet, Calcutta. Hemaprabha 

Majumdar addressed an immense meeting at College Square, Binodini Debi and 

Jagat Mohini Debi arranged a meeting in Hazra Park. The Police C

suspicious comment was tha

 ivil Disobedience campaign as it exists in Calcutta 

is being conducted by women .174  

 In addition to Calcutta, women were mobilized even in mofussil towns. In 

Midnapur, under the leadership of Birendranath Sasmal, many women came to be 

associated with nationalist activity and played a major role in the boycott of the 

Union Board.175 Likewise, in Dacca, Ashalata Sen spread the constructive 

programme through the Shilpashram started in her own house and later even 

organized the Gandaria Mahila Samiti preading the spirit 

of nationalism and the message of Gandhi am 176 Women who 

would not earlier appear before their male relatives now came out on the streets to 
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join processions. A large number of women were arrested in 1922. In short, women 

all over Bengal like Jalpaiguri, Dinajpur, Malda, Rangpur, Bogura, Mymensingha 

etc. districts were sought to be mobilized especially for the growth and expansion of 

the Charkha-Khadi campaign. 

 It may be followed that, -Cooperation 

movement was not on a mass scale and was mainly limited to those whose 

husbands, fathers, brothers or sons had already joined the struggle and were in jail. 

Even though, there can be no denying that Bengali nay Indian women had made 

important contributions both to the Khilafat cause and to the Non-Cooperation 

movement initiated by Gandhi. A Government of India publication observed that, 

and social questions, their increasing prominence on the platform and in the press 

taken as the dawn of a new era and the fact that the number of 

women who take part in public life is still very small affords no reason for 
177 Margaret Cousins also pointed out that, the Non-

Cooperation movement gave a big advance to the awakening of Indian women for 

search their socio-

for the freedom of their country has given them such personal freedom that they are 

now welcomed into the open street as volunteers, as pickets, as 

of women; the liberation of women will be aided by their devotion to the national 

movement .178 

Bengali Wome ovement 

 Gandhi returned to politics in 1928 and launched a Civil Disobedience 

movement that brought large numbers of women into public life. At midnight on 31 

December 1929 the Congress Session at Lahore ended with the resolution on Purna 

Swaraj (Complete Independence) moved by Jawaharlal Nehru and collectively 

accepted by all present. So, another phase of confrontation had begun. Gandhi began 

the march from his Sabarmati Ashram to the Dandi Sea coast on 12 March 1930 and 

the call for a nationwide violation of the Salt Act. The call for Salt Satyagraha was 

issued on 6 April, 1930. The first crucial direction came thus in April. One of the 
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most important ladies in his group was Sarojini Naidu.179 It is true that, 

contribution in the Civil Disobedience movement of 1930-1932 differed 

qualitatively and quantitatively from the early 1920s and won them a place in 

history.180 But the ground work for their marvelous 

been laid in the period between 1925 and 1930. It was during this period those 

 organizations and networks were formed, enabling them to efficiently take 

action 181 In the Civil Disobedience era women started rising in a 

big way as speakers, marchers, picketers etc. I involvement 

with the ongoing freedom struggle had started from the very first day of the 

beginning of the Salt Satyagraha

before me the fantastic scene of Chowpatty Sands in Bombay, the first day, April 6, 

1930, when the Salt Law was b  Here was an unacceptable law 

being broken with purposeful deliberation throughout the country by men, women 

down in the very hearth. Women, like men, were getting the first taste of liberation; 

for throwing off the shackles of fear marks t 182 

This was the situation when the Bengali women too joined the all-India 

struggle for freedom. It was now a popular song in Bengal which the girls sang with 

unsurpassable care and affection extolling the virtues of charkha, which can be 

translated roughly somehow like this in English: 

charkha is my husband 

The charkha is my son 

The charkha is my wealth 

                                          Like the tide 183 

So, Bengali women came ahead at this time but their demonstrations were 

smaller and their activities more radical than those of Bombay women. Calcutta 

women made and sold salt, picketed cloth and liquor shops, preached the value of 

Khaddar and took processions into the streets.184 In Bengal, the associations through 

which women took part in the Civil Disobedience movement were Nari Satyagraha 

Samiti (1929), Mahila Rashtriya Sangha (1928) and Ladies Picketing Board. Mahila 

Rashtriya Sangha which was established in 1928 was the first formal organization 

which started mobilizaing women for taking part in political activities. At the 

directions of Subhas Chandra Bose, Latika Ghosh, an Oxford educated teacher 
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founded this association, which worked in close coordination with the Congress. 

While basically, the ideological outline was radical-

oriented, but in order to mobilize women, it emphasized the innate religious 

character of Indian women. Latika Ghosh awareness 

through writing articles. She told her readers that, they were the embodiment of the 

supreme Shakti and tried to introduce in them Divine Love for their motherland. She 

ich will burn down all selfishness, 

all petty dreams  purified by fire, only the bright, golden love of the motherland 
185 

 The women of Calcutta formed the Nari Satyagraha Samiti (NSS) in 1929 in 

response to the Congress call for women to be ready to serve the nation. Urmila 

Debi, one of the first women arrested for political activity, was named president, 

Jyotirmoyee Ganguly Vice-president, Santi Das and Bimal Protiva Debi Joint 

secretaries. This group had a core of fifteen to twenty women who were willing to 

picket and risk arrest. They were all Bengali women belonging to the three highest 

castes: Brahmins, Kayasthas, and Baidyas. They were educated, from professional 

families and had all experimental some form of Purdah. They chose white Khaddar 

saris as their uniform.186 An extremely important member of the Nari Satyagraha 

Samiti was the secretary Santi Das. She in addition her M. A. at Calcutta University, 

was a teacher and opened a school named Deepali Siksha Mandir in their home with 

the help of her mother and sister. She recruited her students and Calcutta 

Corporation teachers to Nari Satyagraha Samiti. When twenty two ladies of the 

Calcutta Nari-Satyagraha Samiti were arrested in July 1930 the shopkeepers of 

Burrabazar instantly closed their shops because they feared that the crowd would 

become aggressive. A few  later four ladies remained sitting on some bales of 

foreign cloth deterring the coolies from moving the bales. All those picketing were 

watched over them and protected them from the police. This crowd was ready to 

mistreat even the police if they dared to do anything to the ladies. In effect this, the 

police left the women alone and lathi-charged the crowd who were standing nearby. 

As the police ordinances were severely applied, smaller number women remained 

only as demonstrators and more women became active revolutionaries.187  
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 A report by the Government of Bengal described its repercussions in mid-

abused, hustled and threatened in social 188  In Calcutta, lady volunteers 

from Nari Satyagraha Samiti and Satyagrahi Sevika Dal sent volunteers in groups 

and batches to break the law and organize processions. In 1930, women took out 

their own procession in Calcutta and also led them and addressed meetings. 

Jyotirmoyee Ganguly held a meeting at the village near Tamluk in disobedience of a 

prohibitory order. A ten years old boy, beaten and senseless, was lying in her leg. 

She was in government service from which she had resigned and took an active part 

in the Civil Disobedience movement. Nistarini Debi also addressed a meeting at 

Calcutta. Indumati Goenka headed the Satyagrahis in Bengal who were sent to 

jail.189 

 Not only Calcutta women were aroused by the advocate to contribute in Civil 

Disobedience movement which spread too much in the province. Amongst the 

districts of Bengal, where the movement made great headway were Midnapore and 

Dacca. During the Salt Satyagraha, women in the Contai Sub- division of the 

Midnapore were most active and played a prominent role. They were advancing in a 

group and were stopped at the mouth of a small bridge on the river Matla. The 

women were obstinate and refused to go back and in coloquial Bengali they raised 

Joto 190 (you may beat us, but we shall not go 

Pichabani

in honour of these brave women. Satyabala Debi and Matangini Hazra of later day 

fame,  

 The women of Dacca under the leadership of Sarama Gupta and Ashalata 

Sen, those of Bankura under the leadership of Surama and Sushma Palit as well as 

those of Comilla under the guidance of Hemaprabha Majumdar of Non- Cooperation 

fame, took up the work of Civil Disobedience movement and emulated their 

Calcutta sisters in carrying out its different items to their logical end. Some of the 

women went so far as to give up government service. Labanyalata Chanda, shocked 

with the police zulum, left her job in government educational service and joined the 

movement. The women of North Bengal also joined in this Satyagraha.191 Nelie Sen 

Gupta, wife of Deshpriya Jatindra Mohan Sen Gupta, who was the helpmate of her 

husband in all political movements, did not remain inactive. She presided over the 
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plenary session of the Indian National Congress, in April 1933, declared illegal by 

the government and was sent to prison. Moreover, it is remarkable that, by now the 

active participation was not limited to only a few leading women but had percolated 

to the masses of Bangali women and many village women also endured their share 

of sacrifice and suffering and without doubt strengthened the Congress 

movement.192 

The role of the women of Balurgahat, Dinajpur district in this expanded war 

of freedom is highly significant. The Balurghat Mahila Samiti was established in 

1327 B. S. (1920). So, the facts to prove that, the foundation of the Balurghat 

Mahila Samiti was much earlier than that of the All-India Women  Conference 

which was formed in 1927.193 Therefore, the establishment of a women association 

in muffasil town like Balurghat might have resulted from the changing social 

ideologies widening the social space for women at that point of time. The Mahila 

Samiti of Balurgahat took an active part under the leadership of Prabha Chatterjee, 

Bela Chatterjee and the wife of Gopal Chatterjee who was a local lawyer. Prabha 

Chatterjee was one of the founder orgtanizers of the Mahila Samiti. The Samiti 

volunteers of Balurghat picketed in front of the wine shops and cloth stores in the 

haats (markets) which created great impression in the locality. The women leaders 

of the Samiti extended their sincere support in the programme of boycott of foreign 

goods, taking to Charka and total involvement in the Civil Disobedience movement 

pursued by the National Congress. The spirits among the lady volunteers of 

Balurghat remained high all over the period. Police oppression continued during the 

period. The Deputy Commissioner of Jalpaiguri issued an order on 6 January 1932, 

by which political meetings were forbidden without the former allow of the 

government. So, the District Congress Committee was declared illegal.  

 The Congress people of Balurgahat observed 26th January 1932 as 

Independence Day. A big procession attended by a number of women was 

organized. The women playing the crucial role in the programmes of the Congress 

were Prabha Chatterjee, Rajlakshmi Debi, Matangini Dasgupta, Jnanadasundari 

Debi, Bimalabala Sengupta and others. The police ordered the convoy to scatter, but 

they denied and police arrested many of them. Sufferings of the women of the 

families concerned, knew no bound at the violence perpetrated by the police force of 

the Raj. Such heroic role of women through out the country perhaps induced 
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Jawaharlal Nehru to make the statement  thing happened, our 

women, women of the upper or middle classes, leading sheltered lives in their 

homes, peasant women, working class women, rich women, poor women, pouring 

out in their tens of thousands in defiance of government  order and police lathi. It 

was not only that display of courage and daring, but what was even more surprising 

was the organizational power they showed. 194 

Another factor may be pointed out that, the Salt Satyagraha was rather short-

term touching culpture 

made by one Roy Choudhury, slackened off 

by early May and in the second week of June, 1930, it had to be given up since the 

arrival of the monsoon made work impossible. Added than salt, the no-tax 

campaigning was a grassroot demand, developed through local enterprise. 

 However, huge numbers of village women in Bengal were activated through 

this form of fighting. At Arambagh, Hoogly district they impeded tax collection 

efforts in large groups. At Bankura, as many as two hundred and fifty women lay 

down on the road and banned the exit of food by without the traffic. As conflict and 

suppression reached new heights in Minapore, women became increasingly 

important as fully politicized and active members of the movement. In June, a 

number of men and women were rigorously injured during a case of police beating 

at Keshpur Thana, Midnapore. 

 The first woman martyr from the district which created Matangini Hazra in 

1942 was Urmilabala Paria, a young woman from the Mahisya peasant caste. At 

Contai where penalizing police were posted in disturbed areas to force tax payments, 

there were common detentions and whipping of women from families that had 

refused payment. There were police raids on 500 villages in four months, and men 

and women of whole hamlets fled to nearby forests to avoided payment, as well as 

to escape police cruelty.195 

 In the meantime the failure of the British Government to accept the demands 

of the Congress for self-government led the leaders to go further and demand 

Purna  which was done at the Lahore Congress 

of 1929. 26 January was declared to be observed as Independence Day, the Congress 

members were instructed to boycott the legislatures and Gandhiji launched the Civil 
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Disobedience movement. Gandhiji was arrested on the charge of breaking the law in 

April 1930. His arrest was the delightful signal for the campaign to begin in right 

earnest. Women in large numbers joined the movement and they demanded that 

d be held without their 

presence and asked that they be included in a 196 In 

this respect, Padmini Sen Gupta records in her book titled Pioneer Women of India 

that in Bengal, women demonstrators were even caned on their bare backs, but the 

spirit remained indomitable  

insensible and fell on the street, when lathi-charged leading a demonstration. Smt. 

Mathulakshmi Reddy resigned her seat in the Madras Legislative Council and Hansa 

Mehta following goes with. Sarojini Naidu was arrested in May 1930 and in a 

message to her comrades said- hatever happens never budge an inch from the 

place you have taken but keep to non-violence strictly. 197 

 In Bengal, women were everywhere and participating in all movements. In 

Syhlet, by the initiative of Congress, Shreehatta Mahila Sangha formed in 1930 and 

its leaders was  Jobeda Khatun Choudhury and Saralabala Deb. Thousand of women 

were broke the 44 regulation and joined in the Salt Satyagraha of Syhlet and near 

about sixty women went to jail.198 Not only that, Sarajubala Sen  of Bhola, Indumati 

Guhathakurata, Prafulla Kumari Basu of Barisal, Sushila Mitra of Noakhali, 

Snehashila Choudhuri of Khulna, Surama Mukhopadhyay of Burdwan, Bishnupriya 

Debi of Sirajganj, Sarajubala Sen of Bikrampur, Usha Guha of Mymensingh etc. 

were took active part in their native place through organizing and awakening the 

women society.199 A police report stated thus  

national flag on Government buildings were made, though hardly were successful. 

An increasing share of the work was taken up by the wome 200 Almost 

immediately Mahila Rashtriya Sangh was declared unlawful. The President Smt. 

Urmila Debi, with members of the Nari Satyagraha Committee, like Hemprabha 

Debi, Ashoklata Das and others also arrested. 

 In May 1931, a Picketing was started by the women of Bengal to boycott and 

picket in group effort with Bengal Provincial Congress Committee. The work of this 

Board was to propagate against the use of foreign goods; to popularize home 

industries and to help develop cottage industries; specially those of spinning and 

weaving Khadi; to arrange processions and meetings; to propagate and emphasis the 
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importance of liberty and equality of nations; the need for removal of 

untouchability; to enlist members of the Congress, who would follow the commands 

of the National Congress stipulating that the Bengal Provincial Congress Committee 

work in close collaboration with the National Congress.201 

 The C in the following 

sections: (a) Boycott and picketing section, (b) Swadeshi prachar section or 

publicity section, (c) Prabhat-pheri section and (d) Constructive workers section. 

 There were also women who were given the liability to engage themselves in 

holding meetings, taking out processions and in general to lead the others and 

stimulate their awareness for the cause. 

 The above plan of action was wide-ranging and the women of Bengal did a 

lot of work in various parts of Bengal, to take forward Congress ideas and 

programmes. Conferences and meetings of the ladies were everyday occurrences in 

Bengal. In a conference at Comilla which was presided over by Urmila Debi the 

following resolutions were passed, vis-à-vis: (i) The formation of Mahila Samities, 

(ii) Boycott of foreign goods, (iii) Establishing Hindu-Muslim unity, (iv) The 

removal of untouchability and purdah, (v) Demanding open trail of detenus in jails, 

(vi) Urging the ladies to support the Congress cause.202  

 In 1934, the Civil Disobedience movement that had started with the Salt 

Satyagraha came to closing stages.  In fact, this movement was a turning point in 

the emergence of Indian women from their traditional seclusion. In the past, the role 

of women was limited only to those from elite classes, who were highly educated. 

But now, women from all classes and categories came ahead in large numbers in 

different parts of the country with greatest patriotic enthusiasm and fervour. Women 

marched in processions, organized picketing of shops selling foreign cloth and 

liquor, addressed public meetings, and played a much more leading role. It is more 

creditable in that sense, they fixed to their task even with all sorts of violence 

perpetrated against them by the British authorities and the contribution of women 

was no less than that of men.  

  involvement in agitational politics must be viewed as first, in 

terms of what it meant for the supporter of independence movement and second, 

how these events formed . 
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 The involvement of women in the freedom movement also twisted the 

Mainly, it legitimized their claim to a place in the 

governance of India. Saraladebi Choudhurani posed the question in this way

can nd answer was

force menfolk to concede to our demands and at the same time carry on propaganda 
203 

 A noteworthy aspect of the Civil Disobedience period was that in various 

provinces and districts of the country, women bec

Congress movement and the remarkable directorial skills shown by them was a big 

surprise. As a whole, it went a long way in bringing a drastic change in the self-

perception of many women. Moreover, it also contributed a great compact to the 

better status in Indian society. It gave them a new sense of authority, self-

confidence and a new self outlook that is broadly may say as women empowerment. 

 

Bengali Women in the Revolutionary Activities 

 Not only in the nationalist movement led primarilly by Gandhiji, have 

women of Bengal mostly come out to take part in the non-violent movements. Secret 

revolutionary associations first started during the Partition of Bengal in 1905, 

extended their actions as freedom movement gradually spread all over the country.  

 In view of this, it becomes necessary to highlight the women revolutionary 

activities of Bengal. Since the beginning of the revolutionary movement in Bengal 

till its end (1905-1934), women of Bengal took part in the preliminary work. In this 

context, they helped in the formation of revolutionary organizations, propagated 

revolutionary ideas through literature, provided food and shelter to the absconding 

revolutionaries, often carried secret coded messages, hid and smuggled weapons and 

other explosives, provided financial assistance, were engaged in preparing 

explosives for manufacturing bombs and finally, did the organizational work, 

recruited and trained young women for revolutionary action.204 

This group felt that only a free I

freedom and so joined the ranks of the freedom fighters. In this connection, the 

Bengali lady who had the merit of being the first woman political prisoner was 

Nanibala Debi, born at Bally near Howrah, daughter of Suryakanta Banerjee and 
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Giribala Debi was married at the age of eleven and ca

after becoming a widow at the age of sixteen. 

 During the First World War

(Tiger) was organizing armed uprising and finally faced the British military at 

terrorist group and it was from him that she got the encouragement and bravery. She 

used to take care of these young men when they had to go into hiding to flee the fury 

of the British police. There is a loving event which is said about Nanibala. One of 

the revolutionaries Ram Chandra Majumdar was in prison from one of the hideouts 

but he was incapable to tell his compartriots where he had left the firearms 

concealed when he was captured. Nanibala went to meet Ram Chandra in Jail, to 

become his wife in disguise and so as to bring information secretly for patriots. She 

was sent to Peshawar to escape the cruelty of the British power when she was living 

in a rented house at Rishra, where many of the revolutionaries also came to take 

shelter infrequently. But Nanibala could not run away for long and finally, was 

under arrest at Peshawar (1917) and brought to Benaras jail; from there she was 

brought to the Presidency jail in Calcutta and imprisoned under regulation-III. She 

was the first lady state prisoner in Bengal.205 But the iron grills of the jail could not 

strength Nanibala to submission to the cruelties and heartless behavior of the police. 

She almost immediately heard that there was another Bengali lady, Dukaribala, who 

had been arrested from Siuri for keeping firearms and she was being kept on the 

same jail. As Third Division prisoner, Dukaribala was being forced to do physically 

difficult tasks. Nanibala went on hunger strike and refused the jail food. After 21 

days the Jailer came to ask her to break her fast which she granted to do, only if a 

Brahmin lady could be found to her cooking. When asked, Nanibala requested for 

Dukaribala to be brought to her and thus saved Dukaribala from further suffering.206 

 Attachment of Dukaribala in armed uprising towards the end of 1916 also 

reads like a tale book journey. She was born in 1887 in the village Jhaopara in 

Birbhum district and was married to Phani Bhushan Chakraborty of the same 

had to allow disclosing to her aunt about their activities having lost a wage. In one 

of the raids, the police got seize of seven Mauser 

and since she would not tell them from where she got them or how and she was sent 
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to jail on 12 March, 1917. She left her two month old child at home and smilingly 

went to jail; she was convicted, found blameworthy and given two years rigorous 

custody.207 

 In the later phase of the revolutionary movement (1929-1933), many women 

recruited to different revolutionary associations played a very significant role in 

maintaining contact with the absconding revolutionaries and passing on and 

collecting secret information from them. In this connection mention may be made of 

Mira Dattagupta and Uma Sen of Bengal Volunteers, Pramila Das and Arati Rakshit 

of Chittagong Revolutionary Party, Pratibha Bhadra, Parul Mukherjee, Nirmala and 

Nirupama Kahali of Anushilan Samiti, Helena Gun of Sri Sangha and Kalyani Das 

of the Jugantar group of Calcutta and others.208 In 1932, when Dinesh Majumdar 

became an absconder, Kalyani Das used to collect from him the essential directions 

mandatory for the working of their revolutionary organization and pass on to him 

secret information.209 Similarly, Mira Dattagupta of Bengal Volunteers played a 

significant role as connection between the absconding revolutionaries of Bengal 

Volunteers group during the period 1931-1933.210 There were a lot of women who 

took part in the revolutionary activities and served different terms of imprisonment. 

To name only a few who went to Jail were Kamala Chatterjee, Shobharani Dutta, 

Jyotikana Datta, Banalata Das etc. and Shantisudha Ghosh of Barisal was arrested 

while trying to encash an artificial cheque of twenty-seven thousand rupees at 

Grindlays Bank, Calcutta. The money was required to carry on revolutionary 

activities.211 

 However, Hemprova Debi, wife of Basanta Kumar Majumdar and Bimal 

Prativa Debi had begun their political careers under the guidance of Urmila Debi, 

in 1921. Bimal Prativa Debi came 

from a wealthy family but the family constraints could not discourage her. In 1927, 

she became the President of the Bengal 

whose President was Bhagat Singh. Therefore, she came under the influence of 

active revolutionary politics. When in 1930, Santi Kabir (Das), wife of Humayun 

Kabir organized the Nari Satyagraha Samiti; Bimal Prativa became one of the joint 

secretaries. She led a demonstration on 22 June, 1930, at the death anniversary of 

Deshbandhu, 

arrested again in 1931, along with Dhiren Choudhury, Kalipada Roy and others as 
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suspects of Maniktola dacoity and bomb case. She was imprisoned for over six years 

and was kept at different Jails at Siuri and Hijli. Bimal Prativa also left the Congress 

after Tripuri. During the Second World War, she was in prison for the entire period 

from 1941-45, supposed as being one of the main assistant of Subhas Chandra 

Bose.212  

 It is difficult to make a correct approximate of the number of women who 

were actively concerned in terrorist movements, but a modest guess puts the 

numbers at 3000.213 These girls were recruited from sports clubs and gymnasiums 

usually. The age group was normally between 16 to 30.214 A wonderful chapter of 

uprising is to be found in records of the Chittagong Armoury Raid 

accounts. It was not only that, the girls participated actively in the movement; 

elderly women helped the fugitives in every way. The universal aunt, Smt. Khiroda 

Sundari (Khirodeprabha Biswas of Chittagong), used to give protection to them. 

Kshiroda Sundari was born in a village near Mymensingh. She became a widow 

with one child at the early age of about 30. Surendra Mohan Ghosh, an active 

revolutionary  party. In 1916 Surendra Mohan was 

wanted by the police after the murder of Police Superintendent Basanta Chatterjee at 

Calcutta. The revolutionaries had to always shift houses and move from village to 

village when running away from the police. 

 Kshiroda Sundari was continuously with them and kept them her home as 

their mother. Though this daring lady had never taken a front line part in any 

movement, it was her reassure and care which had safely kept those revolutionaries 

for years. After the movement was covered up her house was razed to the ground by 

the police for giving shelter to Surya Sen, the leader of Chittagong Uprising and she 

was given a heavy jail sentence.215 

 When two women Nanibala Debi and Dukaribala Debi from middle-class 

Hindu family of rural Bengal, were imprisoned in 1917 and suffering for acting as a 

smart negotiator for the revolutionaries and for hiding arms, it became very 

important for both the older and the younger generation of male revolutionaries in 

traditional 

while the younger favoured accepting women in the groups. Though within four-five 

years of such contestations, respectable Bengali women came out on the streets, in 

front of the police during the Non-Cooperation movement in 1922, but it was not 
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until Leela Nag (later Roy) joined Shree Sangha in 1926 that they were properly 

accepted in any revolutionary terrorist party in Bengal.216 

 On the other hand, although the Non-Cooperation movement was suddenly 

Bengal did not fall down. Bengal had been drawn to armed revolutionary dogma, 

even though. Whereas in the Swadeshi era women could 

provide only indirect help to the revolutionaries, but from the 1920s they came out 

more openly in support of the movement and women students began to grow their 

own organizational network.  

 Deepali Sangha: Having come into a revolutionary party through 

consciousness and public skills early in life. Highly conscious and verbal of 

contribute fully in the 

freedom struggle, they must first be educated, be ready to earn their own bread, be 

physically fit and become more politically sensitive. When many girls of her age 

plunged into the Non-

Nag and some of her friends at Bethune College determined after much discussion 

amongst themselves that they required completing their studies and achieving a 

certain level of political maturity before joining the national movement.217 Returning 

to Dacca after graduation, she went on to do her post-graduation from the newly 

established University there and wrested the right to study in an institution that was 

not yet co-educational. Trying to link the gap between the middle-

world of domesticity and the chaotic 

organization in Dacca called Deepali Sangha 

d

1923 with twelve friends to raise the social awareness of women.218 

 A year before, in 1922, as a post-graduate student, she had formed the Dacca 

Mahila Committee to increase funds for flood relief in North Bengal under the 

leadership of Subhas Chandra Bose. A large number of meetings were organized in 

this connection. It was then that she realized the miserable lack of social awareness 

and the subordination of women while interacting with different sections of the 

 a important impact on her later work.219 
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 Possibly most significant activity was working to develop 

the social and economic position of women in Bengal, especially through education. 

Deepali Sangha, through its ten to twenty branches in Dacca, operated a number of 

free basic schools and high schools for Dacca girls, namely Nari Siksha Mandir, 

Siksha Bhavan and Siksha Niketan. At the same time, Deepali Sangha also ran 12 

primary schools. In addition, it led emphasis adult education and arts and craft 

training. Midday and evening classes were held to prepare women to pass the high 

school matriculation examination and to prepare them to earn their own living. To 

promote education among the economically backward girls the Sangha instituted 

many scholarships and free studentships. Activities of the Deepali Sangha steadily 

spared to Calcutta where the organization was very active among women students at 

Calcutta University and Bethune College.220  

 As Leela Nag did not think 

were different, in the schools run by Deepali Sangha women were prepared to 

 which meant both social as well as political 

work. Apart from imparting a general wakefulness of existing affairs, women 

workers were trained in skills of debate and public speaking, in convening meetings, 

conducting campaigns and other related skills as it was not easy for girls to acquire 

these skills in the way they were socialized since childhood. Deepali Sangha also 

laid equal stress on physical training so that women could attain self-confidence for 

a public life involving a lot of mobility. Pulin Das, the well- known old Anushilan 

activist, was engaged to give instruction in lathi and dagger play and judo. In trying 

discussions, opened libraries for them and held meetings so that women could 

express their views and exchange notes. When Rabindranath Tagore visited Dacca 

in February 1926, Leela Nag had organized a felicitation for him on behalf of the 

Sangha. He addressing in a meeting in front of thousand women on 8 February, 

1926, the poet commentted- of women in 
221 

 

Dacca to encourage women in their home handi crafts. This exhibition was 

organized absolutely by women and sold arts and crafts goods made only by women. 

To support her in these exhibitions, she called on the Social Service League and Anil 
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Roy, her former classmate at Dacca University and her future husband. Hence, the 

Social Service League and the Deepali Sangha being drawn into the revolutionary 

Shree Sangha. Deepali Sangha quickly emerged as a spirit for political activities by 

the women of Dacca and Eastern Bengal. This became the first terrorist group to 

include both male and female membership. Close working with Shree Sangha and 

the leadership of Anil Roy and Leela Nag instilled revolutionary political ideas in 

the minds of Deepali Sangha. Units were opened in all the centres of Deepali 

Sangha for the physical training of women. They were taught drill, parade, 

bratachari, sword fighting and lathi-wielding.222  

 Once Leela Roy joined the Shree Sangha in 1926, she set an excellent 

example in becoming the first woman to enter the core group of a revolutionary 

party. These groups were manly cultural spaces with the sexuality of all its warriors 

pledged to the nation. Here was a fundamentally new aspect in the terrorist 

movement, for earlier terrorist organizations in Bengal had required prohibiting their 

members from having girl friends or marrying and indeed they did not allow women 

in the organizations themselves.223 It is remarkable that, the participation of women 

in the terrorist movement in the mid-1920s foreshadowed the great role women 

would play in the Civil Disobedience movement of the early 1930s. 

 Deepali Sangha had earned fairly a status in Dacca for 

educating and empowering women in the first three years of its existence. Primarily, 

it may have been a calculated choice Shree Sangha to 

collaborator itself with the leader Deepali Sangha and 

enlarge the support base for its secretly action.224 Leela Nag still was also active in 

the non-violent political work. Both Anil Roy and Leela Nag took active part in the 

Calcutta Congress in 1928 under the leadership of Subhas Chandra Bose. Leela Nag 

formed Mahila Satyagraha Samiti in Calcutta in 1930-31.225  

 In April 1930, following the Chittagoan Armoury Raid, when the police 

started rounding up all political suspects in Bengal, Anil Roy was arrested and Leela 

Roy, who had the frontage of Deepali Sangha to make her look non-suspect till then 

 took charge of Shree Sangha. This was the period that, she led both Deepali 

Sangha and Shree Sangha. Jayashree was launched during this time as the organ of 

Deepali Sangha in April 1931 

to serve the country among the women of Bengali , received the blessings of 
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Rabindranath Tagore.226 Like the head of Shree Sangha, Leela Nag, in association 

with the other underground revolutionaries, tried to organize the women for 

revolutionary action. On the one hand, planning were being held for the function of 

the formulas of making bombs, on the other side, attempts were being made on a 

large scale to collect fire arms from Calcutta. But she realized that, such types of 

activities were So, Leela Nag 

organized Chhatri Sangha among the boarders of Eden Residential School, Dacca 

and opened Chhatri at Gorabagan, Calcutta, a boarding house for girl 

students. This provided a base for underground activities by women.227 But, such 

activities could not be continued for long. On 14 December 1931, when the District 

Magistrate of Comilla was murdered by two teenaged girls (Shanti and Suniti) the 

government started arresting those women suspected to be involved in revolutionary 

activity. On 20 December 1931, Leela Nag and Renu Sen were arrested in Dacca 

and were kept confined as detenues.228 

 Chhatri Sangha: One of the student body at the political level was the 

Chhatri Sangha (Female Students Organization) of Calcutta, which was started in 

1928 with Surama Mitra as President and Kalyni Das (Bhattacharya) as Secretary. 

Bina Das, Kalpana Datta (Joshi) and Kamala Dasgupta, all chief actors in the armed 

movement of the 1930s, were members of this association. The method of self-

defense (mainly by means of the indigenous style of fighting with sticks and 

daggers) was taught to the members. Dinesh Majumdar, a devoted biplabi leader, 

was the instructor. It was not a secret association and membership could be 

enlarged. Student members tried to instigate other female students into the 

movement. Reasonably, a few gi

Institution, Bethune School and College were enrolled into this association. A hostel 

members of the Chharti Sangha.229 The Chhatri Sangha organized study classes, 

athletic centres, swimming clubs, cooperative stores, libraries and a youth hostel. 

Because these girls were already familiar to public life and Congress looked to the 

Chhatri Sangha for recruits. As making arrangement for their physical fitness, the 

association also helped to generate political consciousness among the girls.  

 When Gandhiji called for Civil Disobedience in 1930s, Kalyani led the 

Chhatri Sangha members in a demonstration outside Bethune College. When Nehru 
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was arrested, these young women demanded the college be closed. Mrs. Das, the 

principal, ignored their demands so they went on strike.230 Kalyani summoned the 

police but they only ordered the young women to scatter. Later, at Presidency 

College, the police decided to teach these young women a lesson. Female students 

who threw themselves in front of their male colleagues during a police charge were 

put in prison vans, taken to distant periphery and discarded. The long walk home 

was meant to cool their weakness for demonstrations but private motor cars and 

taxis followed the police vans and brought the abducted girls back to Calcutta.231 

The group of Chhatri Sangha also took a leading role in editing and publishing 

another monthly for women magazine Mandira.232 

 Therefore, Chhatri Sangha, although not a front association like Deepali 

Sangha, became a feeder organization for the revolutionary movement. But the 

Deepali Sangha and the Chhatri Sangha were intimately connected. They were the 

forerunners of many other female student organizations which were formed later. 

The historical significance of these student bodies lies in the formation of a female 

youth power league as similarity with their male counterparts. They trained a body 

of self-sufficient, strong-minded young women who keenly fought for the cause of 

nation and initiated other women into this. In total, by the end of the 1920s and the 

beginning of the 1930s Bengali women or at least a good section of them, had 

become political actors.  

 Mahila Rashtriya Sangha (MRS): The Mahila Rashtriya Sangha (National 

Organization of Women), begun in 1928, was the first formal association to 

mobilize women for political work. Subhas Chandra Bose, an exceptionally popular 

leader, had approached Latika Ghosh, after she fruitfully 

demonstration against the Simon Commission (1927-28) and asked her to take the 

responsibility of forming the new association which worked in close coordination 

with the , was the President, 

his sister-in-law, elder brother S -president, 

Latika Ghosh was the Secretary and Arubala Sengupta, the Assistant Secretary of 

the Sangha.233 In the 1928 Calcutta Congress Session, young women participated as 

volunteer workers for the first time in Congress history. Subhas Bose decided to 

have uniformed women volunteers under the leadership of Latika Ghosh, referred to 

niece of Aurobind Ghosh, roughly 300 hundred girls students 
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from Bethune College and Victoria Institution and the Calcutta Corporation teachers 

joined the Congress volunteers, participated in the military drill and worked side by 

side with their male counterparts, many of whom were terrorists.234 Among the 

volunteers were the two Das sisters, Bina and Kalyani in uniforms of green and red 

bordered Saris. The Forward, a popular organ of that time 

ladies clad in their saris marched past to the sound of the bugle and the beating of 

the drum, there could be traced not a touch of all the frailties that are so commonly 

attributed to them. No faltering, no hesitancy, no softness associated in popular 

minds with the womanhood of Bengal but chivalry written on every face and 
235 

 The Mahila Rashtriya Sangha, sought to achieve both Swaraj and progress 

of careful these two goals as undividable. In fact, Subhas 

Chandra Bose had always sought the women of India to take active part in freedom 

struggle. To recruit the membership of the association Latika wanted the names of 

expected members from male Congress leaders. Because family sanction and 

important for the success of this endeavor, 

Latika wanted to recruit women whose fathers, brothers or husbands were already 

involved with Congress or the revolutionary movement. Through a network of 

 women were to be trained about the need for independence. But at 

the same time, the Mandirs would teach literacy, mother craft, first aid and self-

defense. Latika and other women drawn 

acknowledged the women uptil then had been practically isolated from the 

interaction of the country. In this way, they concluded that, unless ordinary women 

began to see themselves within the bigger context of the nation they would be 

unwilling to make the personal sacrifice that political movements demanded. One of 

the most impressive acts by Bengali women occurred well in advance of the Civil 

Disobedience movement.236 

 Though Bengal police kept a close watch on the activities of these girls, the 

Government was hesitant to bring them under defensive arrest without lodging some 

exact charge against them.237 This unwillingness finished rapidly in the early 1930s 

when women began to take active parts in both the Civil Disobedience movement 

and the radical movement. 
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 The majority of the women who became mixed up with revolutionary groups 

at this time were students. Radical ideals have a natural plea to the young but these 

young women had very little physical self-sufficiency and were socialized to 

perform humbly. It is important to note that, revolutionary activities were hardly 

ever their first political experience. Most of them joined secret societies after they 

had worked with ations and with Congress. One of such women 

revolutionary organization was Tripura District Women Students Organization. 

Tripura District Women Students Organization: In Comilla, Prafullanalini 

Brahma, Shanti Ghosh and Suniti Choudhury, recruited to the Jugantrar group of 

the district, played a very crucial role in strengthening the women wing of the 

Jugantar group there. After that, to increase Jugantar 

group of Comilla, Tripura District Women Students Organization  was formed with 

Prafullanalini as President and Shanti Ghosh as Secretary and they took the 

enterprise in recruiting more girls to the association. Clubs were shaped in different 

localities to teach physical training to the girls including sword and lathi play. At 

first, the male members of the Jugantar group used to instruct training to the women 

in those clubs. But within a short period that task was taken up by Shanti, Suniti and 

Prafullanalini to whom they considered appropriate for revolutionary work, were 

next recruited to the party. Therefore, they recruited a number of girls to the 

Jugantar group of Comilla. A few among them were Urmila Guha, Nilima Nandi, 

Banalata Sarkar, Shanti Sen, Usha Chakraborty, Jahanara Chowdhury, Manorama 

Sen etc.238 

 Not only that, many women in some cases, primarily attracted to Gandhi, 

joined the revolutionaries because they beg earnestly for action or was applied by 

police violence. For example

1929 but he told her she must first get her parents  consent. Her parents would not 

allow her to go. By her description, she became disheartened and in this frame of 

mind Path The Right of the 

W ).239 Fascinated by his world of romance and heroism, Kamala Dasgupta spoke 

to her lathi240 fighting trainer, Dinesh Majumdar, who was a member of the 

revolutionary group Jugantar. She met his senior coworker and was given books to 

read. At last, Kamala found what she had been desire for, a way to sacrifice herself 

for India and joined in the Jugantar.241 
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 The revolutionary organizations came into being in 1930s and were 

particularly active in Bengal, with Calcutta, Dacca, Comilla and Chittagong being 

the storm centres.242 In the context of Bengal, it is also outstanding that, 

revolutionary activities started once again almost at the same time with the 

movement of Civil Disobedience and here too a number of Bengali women 

performed noteworthy 

association with revolutionary activities in Bengal since the Swadeshi movement 

period, a sharp move on seems to occur from 1931 onwards.243 Kamala Das Gupta 

attempted to murder Charles Teggart, the Police Commissioner of Calcutta. . Shanti 

Ghosh and Suniti Choudhury, two schoolgirls from Comilla, shot Magistrate 

Stevens to death on December 14, 1931. They went in on the prayer to hand him 

over a petition, when he was handing it back to them; they shot him at point of blank 

range. They were under arrest and convicted to moving for life. After two months of 

Shanti-S ard to shoot the Governor of 

Bengal, Stanley Jackson, at the convocation of Calcutta University (6 February, 

1932). She was Bina Das, a graduate of Diocessan college of Calcutta, present at the 

convocation to collect only instances of one 

woman group against British supremacy in Bengal but failed. On September 2, 

1932, Pritilata Waddedar, a Chittagong school teacher, was appointed leader of a 

group of seven to attack the Pahartali European Club. Priti committed suicide by 

taking potassium cyanide after the effort failed. In the Pahartali European Club Raid, 

Kalpana Dutta (nee Joshi) was to go with Priti. But just seven Days before the raid 

(17 September, 1932), she was arrested by the police while going to meet Sury Sen 

to discuss the plan of action and sentenced to life custody. Finally, Ujjwala 

Majumdar of Dacca was arrested for making an attempt to assassinate the then 

Governor of Bengal, Sir John Anderson at Labong race course in Darjeeling on May 

9, 1934.244 

 The involvement of women in the revolutionary movement, both from at the 

back and in the front rank, is an occurrence that deserves special mention. The 

middle-class Bengali women, from adolescent school girls to middle aged 

housewives, came ahead to take part 

freedom from British rule. But the modus operandi of the non-Gandhian women was 

very much different from that of Gandhian women. Women in the revolutionary 
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mould were full of extreme dislike for the British. They were highly touching and 

impetuous and by high caliber of their regular association with revolutionaries and 

their literature, they came to believe that individual acts of heroism and not building 

up of a mass movement - were more strong instruments for fighting the British 

imperialism.  

 Following 1934, the revolutionary movement in Bengal was outgoing tide. 

More or less all its leaders and most workers were either dead or in imprisonment.245 

In this chaotic environment, it was difficult to make rights. In a 

minute as Congress had likely rewards for their faithful service during the First 

World War, women activities expected their male colleagues to twist their 

concentration to w  it became noticeable that, Bengal Congress 

was not particularly interested in these topics, women leaders called for a meeting to 

ongress. In the first week of May 1931, Santi Das wrote 

letters to women members of District Congresses asking each to elect ten delegates. 

These women organized meetings, elected their delegates and held discussions about 

social reform issues.246 

 In this connection, Saraladebi explained why they needed a separate 

Congress for women. Women were treated, from their earliest Childhood, as 

separate and inferior. As girls they were deprived of sweets while their brothers ate 

their full; as adults they were exploited 

shown no attention in sympathetic women. Now was the time to speak openly about 

their position and join the world- 247 Though 

Saraladebi recognized 

but she doubted they actually cared about humanizing the lives of women. Women 

were content with flowery speeches but not appointed to sub-committees and 

councils. In short, aid Congress that 

-breakers only and not law-

must demand equal behavior and equal rank. United they would make an impact on 

Congress leaders and maybe even Jawaharlal Nehru would be moved to give the 

same notice  

asked why Congress had never influenced of an anti-brothel campaign, since 

prostitution was as dangerous to women as alchoholism was to men. She concluded 
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what was positively the most powerful feminist speech of the 1930s with a call for 

legal, economic, social and educational equality. She spoke to an audience more 

conservative than herself and in their final session they reiterated the natural 

demands, discarded resolutions favouring birth control and equal behavior for 

women and decided 248 

 However, Sarala suggestion for a separate Congress for women did 

not get favour with the majority of women present the conference. An important 

Bengali magazine like Probasi, described her pr a 

lack of sympathy towards men 249 Another magazine Jayashree, taking a somewhat 

Complaints against men might actually turn into 

opposition between women and men and could result in a kind of conflict that is 

neither desir 250 

 Lastly, in 1938, when the founder-editor of Jayashree (Leela Roy) was 

released from jail and had started writing again, the Congress president, Subhas 

together with 

Sub-

which Jayashree carried articles Like  Women

Prabha Dutta, member of the Deepali Sangha which outlined the details of the 

-committee.251 It was during this time that, the editor 

of Jayashree, with the full support of Subhas Chandra Bose, wished-for that a 

Congress Mahila Sangha be formed, which would represent 

together all the women political workers of Bengal irrespective of their party 

affiliations. We have seen that, since the time Leela Roy establishded Deepali 

Sangha, she had been trying to teach certain political skills on women which were 

difficult for them to obtain otherwise. To encourage a discussion and networking, a 

meeting was organized by the Congress Mahila Sangha in December 1938 among 

isolated women worker in Calcutta, thus given that a larger dais from which they 

could join the freedom struggle.252 Not like 

Congress, the Congress Mahila Sangha prepared a tactical alliance with the 

Congress for empowering women political workers. The Sangha did not forefront 

did indication at any proposal 
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of making clash of interest a part of the program. As a result, the Congress 

leadership had no difficulty in favorable the formation of this Sangha.253 

In this respect, Sucheta Mazumdar Kripalini (1908-74), was born in Ambala 

where her father, Dr. S. N. Mazumdar, was a medical officer in the Punjab Medical 

Service. She was a long time follower of Gandhi and married another Gandhian, 

Acharya Kripalini in 1936. They moved to Allahabad in 1939 where Sucheta began 

working in the Congress office. In 1940

department of the Indian National Congress.254 

exciting with finding the best ways to use 

s genius and peculiar gifts for the revolutionary purposes of achieving 

independence and then making a contribution in na 255 The 

department files stating about their aims and commente

their emancipation 

from the age-long slavery to habit and cu 256 This file made it clear that, 

service to the nation was the only way to win rights. The responsibilities of the 

department were to study the disabilities of Indian women, enlist women to 

Congress, harmonize and conduct the activities of Congress women and keep 

contact with other ations. 

the political awareness of woman and identify Congress with social change that 

benefited women.257 Obviously, this new department anticipated to appoint the 

nizations and place women under the control 

of the Indian National Congress. 

 

         Bengali Women  Participation in the Quit India Movement 

 The visit of Sir Staford Cripps (1942) to India, as a substitute of creating an 

understanding between the Indians and the British Government through the massage 

of benevolent government minimizing bitterness may be taken a new phase of the 

colonial rule in Indian. But the failure of the Cripps Mission and the more reverses 

suffered by the British army in the World War-II made Gandhi very worried. He 

feared that India might go the way of Malaya and Burma if the British did not leave. 

On 14 July, 1942, the Congress Working Committee passed a resolution at Wardha, 

calling for the instant departure of British rule from India. On August 8, 1942, the 

All India Congress Committee met in Bombay and passed a resolution calling for 
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British leaving from India. Gandhiji maxim for 

the millions, which brought about mass arousing among the Indians. Even the 

freedom. But Gandhiji and all other leaders were arrested on 9 August, 1942 and the 

country was on fire. The movement soon widen to other places.258 

 Thousands of women and girl students took dynamic part in the Quit India 

movement of 1942. Instantly men 

leaders like Sarojini Naidu, Amrit Kaur, Rameswari Nahru, Meera Behn and others 

were taken into custody. Sucheta Kripalini, wife of Acharya Kripalini and Aruna 

Asaf Ali (Ganguli), Bengal daughter and wife of U. P Barrister Asaf Ali had to go 

underground. 259 Aruna Asaf Ali took the guide and led the mass revolt in the 1942 

uprising along with Achyut Patwardhan and few others260. Women as well, played a 

major role in the Quit India movement in different parts of the country, mostly for 

the lack of male leaders, who were arrested in the first round. Apart from taking out 

processions and holding demonstrations, women also prepared training camps in 

ucated on democracy 

and Indian Constitution. Training in lathi and drill was also imparted in the 

.261 The women also prepared und and collected a 

huge amount of money. Some women went underground and aimed at the 

movement from there.  

 It is thus, during the Quit India movement of 1942 that in Bengal many 

women started rising as local leaders, specially, to organize resistance after large 

scale arrests. Quite a few apparently were entrusted with the charge of keeping local 

organizations floating in times of crises. To stress their vital coordinating role these 

female chiefs were termed as . In this context, the women of Midnapore 

district played a noteworthy part in this movement. The Tamluk sub-division had 

organized itself against any possible repression, be it English or Japanese invasion. 

They raised a defense force of volunteers which consisted of both men and women. 

Numerous camps were opened to give training who joined the ranks. Side by side, a 

Khadi centre was also organized where four thousand spinners were working. 

ed in some areas was the 

, the free government of Midnapore, formed at Tamluk, 

Bengal under the leadership of Satish Chandra Samanta, the expert Congress leader 
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on 17th December, 1942. It had its own army known as Bidyut Bahini and the 

Bhagini Sena. This national government which functioned within the 

limits laid down by the Congress Committee kept on performance till 31 August, 

1944 Bhagini Sena  efficiently before she was also caught and 

imprisoned. Rashimoni Debi refuse to accept police repressions and wrote a song 

 (beat the police with broom-sticks) which became well-

liked among the women. She also was caught and imprisoned.262 

 The women of Tamluk arranged a number of processions and in one of these 

seven women were arrested and each of them given two years imprisonment. 

Matangini Hazra, a woman of seventy-three and child bride of Trilochan Hazra, had 

led one such procession with the purpose of capturing the Thana. The police started 

inflicting blows on her hands, but she never loosened her grasp and made sure that 

the flag which she was holding did not go down. At the Thana, she urged the 

officials to give up their jobs and join the national movement. But, sorry to say, a 

bullet was fired at her and proved to be mortal.263 With Matangini Hazra, Sashibala 

Debi became martyr during the movement. Matangini was so influenced by Gandhiji 

and people lovingly called Gandhi-  (Buri means an old woman

Gandhi-  

 After that, on 9 January, 1943, six hundred soldiers encircled three villages 

of Masuria, Dalmasuria and Chandipur in Mahishadal Thana of Midnapore. Apart 

from plundering these villages, the soldiers resorted to offensive behavior and 

illegally beaten as many as forty-six women on a single day. In order to defend their 

honour and self-respect, the women formed an organization called Bhagini Seva 

Sangha. Some of the women united to this organization kept weapons like bantis  

and das  with them so as to protect themselves from illegal attack. Two women 

were prosecuted under the Arms Act for drawing out daggers in self-defence. There 

was however, no protection and security.264 

 On the other hand, many women in Calcutta involved in the August revolt 

and went to jail. Side by side, maffossil women of Dinajpur, Malda, Jalpaiguri, 

Mymensingh, Dacca, Barisal etc. districts also took active part in this movement.265 

 However, many facts are lacking to make a complete evaluation yet, it is 

clear that, large numbers of women deserted their tyrannical shelter and joined the 

movement for the independence of the sub-continent. In this respect, Manikuntala 
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Sen, a woman organizer, comments that

movement in the world .266 Though, Bengali women have been equally 

prominent in many other apolitical movements through their associations. 

 

Bengali Women in the Apolitical Association 

 In the second decade of the twentieth century, the number of social reform 

associ

the struggle, continuously insisting that constructive work likely spinning, wearing 

Khadi,  were as essential as attending meetings.  Equally, 

socio-political rights and empowerment. If the activities of women in this 

ask questions about the kind of movement it was, the problems it sought to solve and 

who became involved. In the following pages, we will look at three apolitical 

associations: (a) Sarojnalini Nari Mangal Samiti of Saroj Nalini Dutt, (b) Anjumane 

Khawatine Islam of Begum Rokeya and (c) Nari Siksha Samiti of Lady Abala Bose. 

Through the efforts of these three women, it is necessary to highlight about 

new roles and responsibilities, encouraged them to join organizations and mobilized 

them for activity. However, it is possible to generalize about the movement itself, in 

terms of its constituency, the problems it identified and the solutions offered. 

 Sarojnalini Nari Mangal Samiti: Sarojnalini Dutt, a woman who made her 

impact primarily in the province of Bengal, 

association movement in that province. She was born on 9th October, 1887 in 

Hoogly district, the fourth daughter of Brajendranath De, a distinguished member of 

the Indian Civil Service. In fact, sophisticated ideas about 

the role of women. Although her mother, Nagendra Nandini Debi spent her early 

married life in seclusion under the guidance of her mother in-law. Saroj Nalini was 

educated at home and she did not achieve any certificate from any University. Saroj 

Nalini was taught to play tennis, ride horseback and participate in other outdoor 

sports. It was in these early years that she learned to observe traditional customs and 

behave in a way which would not insult less westernized Bengalis.267 Trailokya 

Mohini Debi, her grand-mother, moulded her character in another way. Influenced 
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by her ideas Sarojnalini was attracted to various social reforms. She mixed with the 

European friends of her father. As she went to England at the age of six she did not 

get any opportunity to complete her primary education. From her very early age she 

went through different religious sects. The ethics emanating from different religious 

doctrines of eastern and western world left a permanent mark upon her life.268 

 Married to Guru Saday Dutta in 1906, Saroj Nalini becomes his associate in 

work and play. At the time of their marriage, Guru Saday was a sub-divisional 

officer in Kishergunge and future postings took him to other small towns in the 

moffussil. Saroj Nalini accompanied him on his tours of the district. She was able to 

take the best of custom and merge it with the principles of the progressive.269 All 

these principles were reflected in her future activities. The most significant among 

them was the well-being of women. 

 extremely. She felt that, there 

were three areas where major changes were needed: education, social service and 

knowledgeable a life style that permitted women 

great freedom. But in the rural areas of Bengal she found that, many women were 

uneducated, secluded and isolated. Concerned by their troubles, she decided to take 

the enterprise in forming some kind of society where women could meet with each 

other and share ideas and problems. Because women were the pillars of overall 

development of the society. To apply this idea she established Mahila Samiti 

(Association of Females) in different parts of Bengal nay India. This implimentation 

came true in 1913 when the first Mahila Samiti was set up in Pabna district (now in 

Bangladesh). From Pabna she moved to Birbhum (1916), Sultanpur (1917), 

Rampurhat (1918), Bankura (1921) and Darjeeling (1924)

association in each town. 

 The aims of these Samiti were to develop friendly teamwork among purdah 

women, curiosity them in the world outside their homes and arranged lectures on 

practical subjects. However, these in fact simple objectives had far-reaching 

implications. This was recognized by some of the men who refused to allow their 

wives to attend even one meeting. In addition to given that new social contacts, 

ties served two general purposes: they provided a platform 

accessible was 

related to the role of woman as a nurturer and highlighted on food and nutrition, 
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child care, hygiene and embroidery. In many cases, the women were also timid to 

utter demands but there are examples of women using these Mahila Samitis to 

request the services of a female doctor and to set up schools for girls.270 Saroj Nalini 

also attempted to promote patriotism and a concern for later issues. Preparations 

were made to deliver lectures on health and financial supervision of their family. At 

the same time training facilities relating to village crafts were made available to the 

widow to make them self-dependent. 

 In 1916 Saroj Nalini founded a branch of Mahila Samiti in Birbhum. This 

Samiti took a very positive step to encourage Home Science among the female 

members of the family. The members of this Samiti used to examine the students 

and rewarded the successful candidates. They donated money to the local hospitals 

for the treatment of the patients. It also managed to secure funds for the 

improvement of the injured soldiers engaged in battle fields. The members gathered 

once in a week and sewed clothes for the injured soldiers of Mesopatamia.271 

 Saroj Nalini also established two other branches of this Samiti in Sultanpur 

and Rampurhat in 1917 and 1918 respectively. In 1921 she formed another wing in 

Bankura. To train the women in mid-wifery she built a maternity house. She donated 

money to the local hospital and school. Her determined passion beset the women of 

Pabna and Khulna. They agreed to come out from seclusion and attend their 

husbands in broad day light. All these activities attracted the attention of many 

people at home and abroad. In 1924, she was also formed another wing of the Samiti 

in Darjeeling. Many women from Bengali, Bhutia, Nepali and Englsih attended to 

the Samiti. Arrangement were made in this Samiti regarding child care, child 

welfare, women health etc.272 The members were given lectures about India and its 

great patriots, introduced to Tagor -I, encouraged to 

manufacture items of clothing and tooth- brushes for the volunteers. In 1918, the 

British Emperor conferred M.B.E (member of the British Emperor) title upon her 

while the Red Cross Society gave a certificate during the First World War exalting 

her social work for a noble cause.273 

 Later than Saroj Nali untimely death on 19th January 1925, her husband 

and admirers founded the Saroj Nalini 

Work in Bengal on 8th February, 1925. This association continued and extended her 

work, establishing further Samities and arranging for classes in handicrafts and 
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midwifery, baby clinics and schools to teach domestic science. A number of other 

associations were being formed at this time, but they were in general urban-based. 

women outside the major towns and 

nless we can educate and 

widen the ideas of women in the moffussil towns and villages. 274 In the next chapter 

will be highlight about the relations with central Mahila Samiti to other wings of 

Mahila Samiti which were set up in different districts of Bengal and other states as 

well. 

 The most important point is that, who were the people she recruited for the 

Mahila Samitis? In the beginning, her efforts were directed entirely towards women 

who would have been measured 

government, were professionals or landowners. Labouring women and the wives of 

craftsmen were not invited. This should not be seen as affectedness so much caste 

and class narrowness. Though, it was hoped that the women who took part in these 

organizations would become conscious of the needs of their society and feel self-

assured in the world outside their homes so that they could play a part in social 

revival. In this way, they searched their rights and became empowered.         

Anjumane Khawatine Islam: Rokeya Khatun, a social reformer and pioneer 

feminist writer of Bengal, was born in 1880 in a Muslim Zamindar family of 

Pairabond in the district of Rangpur (now in Bangladesh). Her father Zahiruddin 

Abu Ali Hyder Saber was an orthodox man. In 1896 when she was only sixteen 

years old, was married to Syed Shakhawat Hossain, a deputy magistrate of 

Bhagalpur in Bihar and she became Begum Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain. But in 1909 

her husband passed away and Begum Rokeya she became a widow just at the age of 

twenty nine. Only a few months after the death of her husband, on 1st October, 1909 

she started a school  chool at Bhagalpur, Bihar. But 

she had to leave the place of her husband in hatred when her step-daughter and son-

in-law began to torture her for the property left by Sakhawat Hossain. At last, she 

came to Calcutta and within a few months; on 16th March, 1911 she started the same 

school in a small house in Oliullah Lane, Calcutta with eleven students only. The 

school was shifted to 86-A Lower Circular Road, Calcutta in 1915.275 This was a 
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 In fact, the last decades of the nineteenth and the first quarter of the twentieth 

century were mostly significant for Muslims of Bengal because of changes in their 

socio- economic, educational as well as political structures, especially in the districts 

of lower Bengal, which basically distorted the character of that community. The 

growth of a middle class, with its roots in the countryside, although a delayed 

occurrence, was active 

increased participation i vital 

role in stimulating the community and in redefining its political identity.276 

 In this respect, Rokeya has been a symbol of the educational aspirations of 

Bengali Muslim women since the early twentieth century. In 1916, Rokeya founded 

an association of Muslim women Anjumane Khawatine Islam or Calcutta 

Mohammedan Ladies Association. The aims and objectives of this association were 

their marriage and to 

bring about a sense of self- consciousness among Muslim women.277 The 

Mussalman, one of the Muslim Magazine remarks about the function of Anjumane 

Khawatine Islam ts objects are to promote unity, social intercourse and 

friendly feeling among Mohammedan ladies resident in Calcutta, by providing them 

with a common meeting ground, to better the condition of Moslem women in 

general  by eradicating pernicious social customs and by diffusing proper and useful 

knowledge, and to establish and conduct an industrial school for poor and needy 

Mohamedan women with a view to qualify them to earn their own livelihood. 278 

Annual conference of Anjumane Khawatine Islam was held in every year. About the 

activities of Anjumane, Usha Chakraborty wrote in her research states that

Muslim community under the patronage of Rokeya Begum founded in a society 

called by the name Anjumane Khawatin in Calcutta in 1916 for the upliftment of 

Bengali girls. Cottage industry training was given by it along with literary 

instruction. Women used to attend there mostly from bustees. 279 

 Though, Anjumane Khawatin was a social reform organization but gradually 

did movements for social, educational and political rights of women. Even 

government recognized this Samiti and their views. The Government of India Act, 

1935, a committee was appointed under the leadership of Sir Lory Hemand, 

Governor of Bihar-Orissa and this Samiti met him for 

of this Samiti, some sits were preserved for women in the Bengal Legislative 
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Coun  was held in Calcutta and 

the members of Anjumane participated in this conference and showed their 

activities.280 It may be said that, Anjuman Khawatine Islam was a most significant 

women searched their socio-political rights and empowerment. In fact, our whole 

nation is grateful to Begum Rokeya for her noble struggle for the improvement of 

Indian society.  

 Nari Siksha Samiti: Lady Abala Bose, wife of Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose, 

the world famous scientist, born in 1865. Lady Abala Bose was a social worker in 

the true spirit of the word. She could see that, without the emancipation of women a 

vast country like India could never achieve the goal of bringing up healthy children 

for a healthy nation. She believed that, such emancipation could be made possible 

only through reinstating self- respect among them. Self-respect needs some pillars to 

support it and those pillars are education, self-sufficiency and economic freedom.281 

In that connection, there were earnest efforts towards social reforms by 

renowned social reformers which brought about some changes on the lawful 

frontage. But there was a lack of organized platforms to fight terrible illiteracy 

among women and the disgraceful difficulty of the young destitute women, most of 

whom were economically handicapped, widows or orphans. 

 With the purpose of making poor and destitute women of Bengal self-

sufficient by imparting education and training to them, Lady Abala Bose founded 

Nari Siksha Samiti in 1919 with the help of her renowed husband. In her noble cause 

she got support from the most distinguished personality Deshbandhu Chittaranjan 

Das, the then Mayor of Calcutta, gifted a piece of Corporation land for setting up the 

project. She was very much inspired by the great social reformers like Iswar 

Chandra Vidyasagar for the cause of women emancipeation and equally was she 

influenced by the ideals of Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore who ever spoke about the 

dignity of women. On this question, she was also impressed by the thoughts and 

ideas of Sister Nivedita who contributed a lot for the self-dignty of Indian women.282

 Lady Abala Bose was a pioneer in stretching out her helping hand to the 

utmost 

itself in 1919, ut 

from 1921 her activities through the Nari Siksha Samiti were extended towards the 
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villages. For the upliftment of the tribal girls, a centre was founded by her at 

Jhargram with the help of Raja Virendra Malladev Bahadur of Jhargram, 

Midnapore. After that, she established eight primary schools in the villages of 

Hoogly and Howrah districts. In 1924, fourteen primary school established in Dacca, 

Faridpur, and Pabna. In this way, fifty nine primary schools were founded before 

independence. Lady Abala Bose materialized her strong assurance of women 

emancipation into action and that she did silently, selflessly and without hesitation. 

Abala Bose in fact established almost 200 other schools in various villages of 

Bengal.283 

 Side by side, in 1925, Lady Abala Bose founded Vidyasagar Bani Bhawan as 

second branch organization of Nari Siksha Samiti to materialize her principles. She 

had very correctly assessed the miserable condition of the young widows of Bengal 

which was getting poorer with the break-up of the joint family system. She 

therefore, conceived the idea of recruiting teachers from among those women for 

running primary schools. They were trained at Vidyasagar Bani Bhawan for this 

purpose. Later, the work of Vidyasagar Bani Bhawan, set up in 1922 at Jhargram to 

teach occupational training to middle-class widows of Bengal. Later than that, as the 

scenario changed and the practice of child marriage was on the decline, her venture 

twisted towards educating and rehabilitating displaced and economically distressed 

young girls and women. Most of the centres started working and were developed 

during the pre-independence era. Besides that, Nari Samavyay Bhandar or 

Co-operative Store founded by her in Calcutta to help the distressed women.284 

 Still spreading education 

and income-generating training to women of the under advantaged sections of the 

society has been taken up by many sincere social workers and voluntary 

organizations and has become an essential part of Governmental policy. But Lady 

Abala Bose has been and will continue to be regarded as a pioneer and path-finder 

of welfare projects for women in need, particularly the young and economically 

depressed widows. It may be said that, in this way, the women of Bengal searched 

their socio- political rights and became empowered.  

 So, one may noted that, the instant outcome of the work of women like Saroj 

Nalini Dutt, Begum Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain or Lady Abala Bose was to bring a 

number of women into social and political organizations. While a number of women 
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followed the apolitical lead of women like Saroj Nalini and others, there were many 

women who joined both political as well as social organizations. In that connection, 

we may ations, such as The Girl Students  

Association and Mahila Atma-  

The Girl Students  Association: In the decades of 1920s and 1930s, 

politically conscious female students of middle class origin, however, handful in 

number, became energetic in various armed revolutionary organizations of Bengal 

that we already discussed, such as Preetilata Waddedar, Kalpana Dutta, Ujjwala 

Majumdar, Bina Das, Kamala Chatterjee, Santi Ghosh, Suniti Choudhury etc. Such 

revolutionary activities had no plan to build up a women movement or any gender 

conscious mass organization at that period. 

 There was parallel political current at that period. Endeavour for building 

organized working class movement in Bengal during the decades of 1930s gathered 

drive by the untiring efforts of Santoshkumari Debi, Probhabati Dasgupta, Sakina 

Begum, Sudha Ray, Dr. Maitrayee Basu, Bimalprativa Debi and others and became 

the cause of bother for the colonial administration. Although most of the leaders 

belonged to the liberals and philanthropists, some of them were inspired by the 

socialist and even Marxist political thought. However, the trade union leaders not 

only came from the educated and wealthy families, they emerged from the working 

class as well.285 In this respect, the name of Dukhmat Didi of Alambazar mill area of 

24 Parganas can be taken into account. 

 On the other hand, the notice ought to shortly been drawn to the female 

students who helped in deceitful the ground-work for an independent mass-

organization of women. In 1938, a broad movement for the release of political 

prisoners created excitement throughout British-ruled India. The cause of the 

revolutionaries under arrest in the remote Andamon islands figured outstandingly in 

this movement and students were in the forefront of the demonstration. Furthermore, 

a strikingly huge number of female students were present at the mass rallies held. 

Some activists then lodged the idea of forming 286 

 As a result, a female students board was set up within the students 

association that existed already and this board prepared to start conference which 

was held two years after (in 1940) in the town of Lucknow and  was the first 

ever all-I 287 It inspired many to join and 
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membership reached the 50 thousand mark in 1941. In Bengal, the Girl S

Association (GSA) came into being in 1939; the Communists got a chance to 

introduce their politics ideologically among the young girls of various educational 

institutions in Bengal. They became organized in the All Bengal Girl Students  

Association that set up branches in the Calcutta Colleges as well as in the district 

colleges.288 The Girl Students  Association also succeeded in organizing the women 

activists from different political parties and revolutionary groups of that period. 

Among the leaders of Girl Students  Association, the names of Kanak Dasgupta 

(Mukherjee), Kalyani Mukherjee (Kumarmangalam), Santi Sarkar, Priti Lahiri 

(Banerjee) of the Communist Party; Gita Banerjee (Mukherjee) of the Labour Party; 

Anima Banerjee of the Congress Socialist Party and Shova Majumdar (Ganguly) of 

Royist Group were remarkable.289 

 It was a broad arousing among female students in Bengal. This awakening 

had a special significance; it seems  for Bengali women in general. In forming a 

separate association for female students challenged the unfair tradition which 

disqualified women from social life and politics. The intention of the association 

were ready to face family opponent and social bane in order to achieve justice for 

women. Thousands were ready for a battle uphill. As a matter of fact, this socio-

economic and political arousing received massive esteem and admiration from good 

number of women activists even outside the communist circle. Under these 

circumstances, the Mahila Atma-Raksha Samiti (MARS), this was known as 

Women Self-D  at the national level, ultimately came into existence 

as an important and the biggest mass-organization of women outstandingly 

subjugated by the leftists of Bengal. 

  Mahila Atma-Raksha Samiti: The Mahila Atma-Raksha Samiti (MARS) 

emerged out of a misery of the time of World War-II. It would not be any 

overstatement to say that, MARS was absolutely different from parallel other 

nature, objectives and operation as well as 

in its outlook, approach and actions. Many eminent leftist women leaders like 

Manikuntala Sen, Kanak Mukherjee and Renu Chakraborty unhesitatingly pointed 

out that, Mahila Atma-Raksha Samiti Women  Self-Defenc  

at the national level had entirely changed the idea of previously 
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organizations in colonial India. It was nothing but a search for new identity, which 

was resulting from a powerful feeling for the toiling masses. A deep rooted 

patriotism along with class-consciousness was definitely a vital factor of such a new 

awakening among the Indian women of that time.290 They determined not to form a 

constant to work for a new civil code that would be 

familiar with  

 This changed view of the leftist women pressure group like MARS involved 

many non-political or even anti-communist women towards the socio-political 

activities and programmes undertaken by the Mahila Atma- Raksha Samiti all over 

the decade of the 1940s. Outstanding personalities like Indira Debi Chowdurani, 

Nelie Sengupta, Aryabala Debi, Rani Mahalanabish, Ela Reid, Provabati Debi, 

Saraswati Debi, Manjushree Debi, Jyotirmoyee Ganguli, Bimal Prativa Debi along 

with Manorama Basu (Masima), the popular lady from Brishal district, maintained 

ement of that time without any 

hesitation.291Their anxiety was teaching women how to defend themselves in the 

incident of a Japanese invasion. After 1941 this association grew as Communist 

women, newly released from prison, joined its ranks. Renu Chakraborty wrote about 

peculiar type of women, going all over the area from house to house, shamelessly 

talking to everybody  Many (women) became members of our area Samities. 

Others shooed us away. Menfolk made sarcastic remarks and asked their wives to 
292  

 As a result, within a year of creation of the preparatory organization, the 

Calcutta Committee of the Calcutta Mahila Atma-Raksha Samiti 

Self-Defence League) was formed in an open conference held on April 13, 1942 at 

the University Institute Hall, Calcutta. A commanding executive body was set up 

with Ela Reid, an eminent social- worker, the grand-daughter of the first Indian 

Barrister Manmohan Ghosh and wife of Alec Reid, then editor of The Statesman, as 

the convener and Jyotirmoyee Ganguli, Sakina Begum, Phulrenu Guha, 

Nazimunnesa Ahmed and so many others including Manikuntala Sen, Renu 

Chakraborty and Kanak Mukherrjee as members. After that, in the course of 7th -8th 

May, 1943 a conference in Overtun Hall, Calcutta, Bangiya Pradeshik Mahila Atma-

Raksha Samiti (Nikhil Banga Mahila Atma-Raksha Samiti) was shaped. In addition 
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to calling for the release of Gandhi and other nationalist leaders, MARS taught 

women about the harms of Fascism and instructed them in self-protection.293 

 During the Second World War, the efforts to mobilize urban women 

politically, irrespective of age, religion, economic or social status, gained impetus 

under the enterprise of MARS. This associational endeavour established high 

admires and drew special concentration during the famine of 1943-44.294 In that 

time, Bengal had to undergo the most during the August revolt and even more due to 

natural disaster. An artificial (man-made) famine stalked the country and people 

died like flies. Those who could flee came away to Calcutta and were dying like 

livestock on the streets of this city. It was to set up food kitchens that the Mahila 

Atma-Raksha Samiti was shaped during this time. It brought a new gesture of 

contribution in national dealings and a new enthusiasm. In this context, 

Sadhona Guha (Sen) had composed a song at this time Bhuke hai Bangal

was harmonic at all street corners by young men and women, to collect money, rice 

and clothes for the food crisis people. The women were either giving their blood or 

their sympathy and assist, wherever and whenever what was being required.295 As 

Renu Chakraborty Says

indivisible. 296 

 Women members of MARS were noticeable both as sufferers and activists. 

Hungry women begged for food in civic places and door to door in the fringes. They 

flocked to the red-light districts, doubling the number of 

brothels.297 Middle-class women came ahead to supply relief and women in Mahila 

Atma-Raksha Samiti organized and led demonstrations calling on the government to 

take action. On March 17, 1943, a convoy of 5000 women from Calcutta and its 

fringes marched to the Legislative Assembly protesting against growing prices, the 

opening of more control shops and demanding food. Famine marches by women 

also followed in Bankura, Pabna, Madaripur (Faridpur district), Badarganj, Dinajpur 

and Chittangong.298 MARS members were important in all these demonstrations and 

there is no hesitation to say that they gave inspiration to local women. In Midnapore 

200 women went to the rice mill for demanding lower prices. They stood their 

position when threatened with police action and were finally permitted to buy rice at 

their demanding price.299 
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 The organizational fame of the MARS, however, was not achieved only by 

the relief work, which was carried out among the famine-stricken people of rural 

Bengal; but was also earned by the day to day actions of MARS among the women 

in the outline of mass-literacy and health-awareness programmes; efforts to secure 

equal rights, earnings and self-respect for the women in general and women 

belonging to the working class in particular. In reality, MARS established its contact 

with almost each section of the women. On the one hand, it established the Nari 

Seva Sangha (Women Service Association) in late 1944 with the help of the women 

coming from wealthy or privileged sections of the society, on the other, its relief 

work among the food suffering rural people as well as among the urban poor was 

very momentous in becoming well-liked and well accepted the masses.300 Thus, the 

Bengal   came into being out of this effort. In Barishal, 

Manorama Basu established Nari Jnana Bhaban with the same purpose. MARS also 

fought to prohibit polygamy and to give (Hindu) women the right to divorce and 

inherit paternal property.301 

In 1944, the MARS had 390 units in 26 districts; in Calcutta it had 13 units, 

some of which were in the bustees (slums) engaged by the urban poor. Once, the 

second annual meeting (1944) was held at Barishal in East Bengal, the MARS had 

43000 members; 51 delegates, elected by chief members, attended the meeting. 

(Home and Abroad); the organ of MARS become very well-liked 

among the urban educated middle-class readers of Bengal.302 Manikuntala Sen, 

Renu Chakraborty, Kanak Mukherjee and others played dynamic role in organizing 

and functioning this association. Ela Reid was the first secretary. In the districts, the 

following members took charge at different places: Kalyani Dasgupta Jalpaiguri, 

Rina Sen and Juiphul Ray - Barishal, Priti Lahiri Howrah, Maya Sanyal- Pabna, 

Bina Sen and Rani Mitra- Dinajpur, Reba Roy- Rangpur, Prativa Ganguly- Hoogly, 

Biva Konar  Burdwan and Bhanu Debi- Khulna. They were energetically working 

for the uplift and well-being of women as well as struggle for their honour and 

safety.  At that time, Najimunnessa Ahmed formed an association named Muslim 

Mahila Atma-Raksha Samiti, which worked side by side with them.303 Shahajadi 

Begum, Sabeda Khatun were present in 1944 Dinajpur conference of Mahila Atma-

Raksha Samiti.304 Not only that, Sufia Kamal, one of the regular Saogat writers, was 

an associate of the Communist led Mahila Atma-Raksha Samiti in Burdwan and had 
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taken part in protest rallies against Fascism and growing prices. Anowara Khatun, a 

young doctor, went out to treat the injured in the riot-affected areas of Calcutta.305 

Manikuntala Sen, Renu Chakraborty, Maya Lahiri, Ela Mitra, Manorama Basu, 

Kamala Chatterjee, Bela Lahiri, Biva Sen, Pankajini Chakraborty, Ashoka Gupta 

etc. were took vital role in the anti-communal riot of 1946 in Calcutta and 

neighboring areas.306 The important development which one may notice at this time 

was that, the resistance and organization had reached the mass base. It was no longer 

limited among the top few and the guidance was gradually being taken over by the 

middle class educated women; even if they still were mostly urban in nature. 

 The involvement of the most important personalities of MARS in the peasant 

struggles prepared by the Krishak Sabha during this period has to be mentioned in 

this context. Tebhaga movement of Bengal (1946-47) bears indication to the vital 

role played by the Mahila Atma-Raksha Samiti in spreading economic and political 

awareness among the peasant women and challenging social and economic fairness. 

In truth contribution in the Tebhaga peasant struggle had a profound and 

extensive impact on the upcoming role of women in the field of political affairs. The 

arousing of the rural women provided a new course of action to the rural life. 

Furthermore, it opened a new scope for women empowerment which was concealed 

for many ages. It also clearly indicated that, the expression of the radical enthusiasm 

of the most exploited section of the society occurs at the utmost rapidity formerly 

they initiate to participating in the struggle. At that point of time, their disagreement 

towards all kinds of uncertainty and compromising tendencies remains the strongest. 

Throughout the Indian national movement, initiated from the Swadeshi movement 

(1905) down to the Quit India movement (1942) and after, the contribution of 

women belonging to the upper strata of the Bengali society was praiseworthy but 

unfortunately the lower sections of the same society were hardly found to have 

responded and participated in the programme under consideration.307 It is, however, 

remarkable that, in the spirit of the socio-political situation there was a new wave 

which brought the lower section women to the forefront and the situation evolved 

they could not remain as silent spectators. This can nicely been cited in an article 

titled- The Role of Women in the Tebhaga Movement of North Bengal (1946-

47) 308 that lower class women of North Bengal specially scheduled caste and tribal 

women demands critical evaluation of the practice of social forces. Because peasant 
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women on one hand had a genuine hatred to the existing Indian society and in their 

sensitive mind they cultivated a sense of protest against the evils whereby their 

dignity as women was severely wounded and on the other, they faced immense 

opposition and torture from the government.  

 Therefore, hundreds of peasant women were motivated to think not only in 

class (economic) lines but also in terms of gender equality. That was the success of 

organized left- dominated women movement (MARS) of that moment. Essentially, 

it was only in the Tebhaga peasant rebellion 

innovative develop among the peasant 

women and increase quickly in the Tebhage dominated areas of Bengal. 

 It may thus be said that, ations can 

assert double meaning in women history   

(a) They signified the shift of 

to female

moderately than those of men. Similarly, they provided a stage for 

women and generated a confidence that the liability of regenerating 

women belonged to women themselves. This conception is the origin of 

bonding among women and of the materialization of search for power 

and authority from a votive force. 

(b) Women political activists, however, not sufficient knowledgeable with 

conscious socio-political rights, were closely 

associations, in that way establishing a relation between the national 

status were 

capably assisted by ordinary women workers in different districts. 

Swadeshi 

movement had given them  taste of agitational politi self-

assurance to win their own cause i. e. empowerment.  

 It is true that, the indication me primarily from 

men. This put an indirect boundary to the aspirations of women. On behalf of more 

responsive women, however, contribution in the freedom movement intended a 

protracted fight against two different badges of servility i.e. patriarchy and 

colonialism. Even though the first struggle remained mostly unconvincing, a 

determined initiative was made in the period under review. Active participation in 
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the association helped to convey about an extraordinary move 

perspectives towards life, their world-view, self-image and ambitions. More than it 

individuality. Striding along a path which had habitually been 

an entirely male sphere, the path of politics, instilled in their united personality an 

aspect of grit and strength of mind which ultimately won grudiging esteem from 

their male counterparts.  
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